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eeri-6, Heard
Around
MURRAY"
We don't Know what nit name
is. but he is the busiest little fel-
low we have seen lately. You can
most always see him playing on
the sidewalk between Tenth and
Eleventh on Poplar. .
He masuy looks like he is in a
pretty good humor, but this morn-
tog he was yelling to high heaven,
tell dressed up in a red suit sitting
a red ear. -4 -
Tisj bigbpd3r department
busy _ 'Worth Fourth street.
measuring and driving stobs.
More, new homes going up in
  the Sooth West section of Murray.
Weedlawn has at least two new
oing up and Irvan has at
least one.
Today la Abraham Line011111
birthday. It also is the last day of
_Boy Scout Weg.g.
This date is years The office of
Price stabilization ordered price
ceilings removed on Sugar and all
unprocessed agricultural products
selling below parity; a nuclear
• physicist explained that the flying
saucers sighted by citizens since
1947 were 100-foot plastic behoove;
fa this month of famous birth.sent up by the Navy to get Menai.-
pheric data. ' days-Geolligp -Wesitiegton. 1-nicoirs
slid St. Valentine-comes another.
• tich is the founding of the Ns-
". florist Congress of Parents andDYriarty in China ended, ends Re-
Teachers on February 17, 1897, inpublic was former in 1912; gold Washington, b. C.
was discovered in Austrtilia, On that date two outstanding
1851: in observance of Lincoln's 
women, Alice McLellan Birney andbirthday the cornerstone of the Pheohie Apperson Hurst, organi
red the Parent-Teacher Assnciation
realizing that the great importaneri
of the future of the nation depend-
ed upon the well being of the
children of all the people.
In the February issue ef the
National PTA magazine, the na-
Ilene' president, Mrs. Anna H.
Hays, says:
"They dared to halt the wheels
ef industry to rescue children ton
yrung for hard confining labor::
a figh that frequents the waters of they dared to assert that the child-
ren of the poor and unschooled
were deserving of all the advantages
open to the children of the pri.
Mr. Shorborough and Mr. Mein- yileged. Theft's was the belitf that
gin have a string of about six Of what is right and rood fel the
the big fish which they caught most favored child is right and good
while at Punta Gorda, Florida, for all children.
"Our founder.' recognized that:
the strength of this republic de-
Tends upon the intelligence, skill
an dpatriotic devotion of its peo-
ple."
In observance of this day the
Murray Nicol School and Murray
Training School PTA groups will
have a combined meeting Wednes-
day afternoon at 2:45 in the high
'school auditorium. The Training
School chapter will present the
Republican Harold Stassen who Preertml•
plans to run for the presidency, Following the program a silver
has called for an end to "seven tea will be held. Honored guest,
years of mismanaged Missouri Mil- will be the east presidents of both
rule." PTA chapters.
e,
Florida.
We fleeted the picture must
have come from a fishing buddy
in Punta Gorda
The nab were caught in Shell
Creek which empties into Charlotte
Bay at Punta Gorda, according to
the letter.
•
Ordered Publication of
-Atomic Installations, Reported
MINNEAPOLIS, Minn. Feb. 12-
(UP)-The Minneapolis Morning
Tribune said last night that Presi-
dent Truman ordered publication
of 12.000 detailed maps of atomic
installations which now are being
dieplaypd publicly.
• In * copyR'ghted article written,
by William 12. Steven, the assistant
executive, editor, the Tribune said
the maps located exactly the major
atomic plants at Hanford, Washing-
ton; Los Alamos, New Mexico and
Oak Ridge, Tennessee.
The article contrasted these de-
tailed maps, which are used tel
help aircraft keep out of areas
over which flying is banned, with
a ma i published by Fortune maga-
zine in January, 1949.
The rasp printed in Fortune was
cited by President Truman last
October as the most outstanding
eximple of the kind of thing that
led him to issue a "security" order
which has been the subleet • Of
attacks by newspaper and radio
Founding Date
Of PTA Will
Be -Obseiv
Lincoln Memorial in Washington
was laid, in 1915; General Omar
Bradley was born, in 1893. ,
----___
Ernie Thompson claims that he
caught 30 crappie on a fishing trip
last week.
Unsigned letter in the mail with
a picture of C L. "Jack" Sher-
borough and Clifford Melegin in
it holding a days catch of Snook,
. A tip as to the size of the atom*
ebemb has been released. Agent;
. hive been cannoned to ook for
the possibility of anyone smugel-
tng In an atomic -bomb in their
luggage at ports of entry into Mb
_
119.S0 _
139.50-77-T
159.50 .
Z39.50  
That may not be the regular she
atomic bomb however. They ant,
en-tra be-on the lookout of
a Hale one: A small one that may
- lust destroy a mile or so of a
a WPM. -
Mak OUGHT n1P HO GOOD
'ST. JOSEPH. lillaspuri. Feb, 12
--40UP1-A radio station in St.
Joltrialt. Missouri. will use the tiro
pIrtoon system to describe a bas-
ketball eatere next %meek.
 _Two antancatat.ays . sat,
KFEQ will describe the game be-
tween William Jewell'and Missouri
Valley When William Jewell has
he ball, one announcer will handle
the game and root for his club.
• When the ball changes hands, the
• other announcer does the talking,
end .rootina. for Miesouli
Both will talk while the ball
is loose.
,
.0••••••=iip
. Mr. and Mrs Samons Pressley
MAY lioat agz, Murray, boy, Feb.
- Mr. 'ant Mrs. Joe Rob Houit-on.,
Alma, boy. February 8.
Mr and Mrs. Otto Chester Route
2, Farmington, boy, February 8.
Mr. and Mrs. J. R Mahan, Balt
482, Murray, twin boys, February
8.
Mr. and Mrs Herbeft Dick:
Route 4, boy, February 9.
Mr. and Mrs. Johnny Kenley,
Gen Delivery, Murray, bay, Febru-
ary 9.
and Mrs. W. A. Lyons, Box
222. Murray. boy, February
Mr. and Mrs! Clyde Bo land,
Route 1, Lynn Grove, bo Febr-
uary 10
Mr. and Mrs Floyd Banow, Ha-
zel. girl, February 10
Mr. and Mrs. Louis Miler, Mo-
del, Tenn., girl, Febeintry '1
Mr. and Mrs. James Lee Darnell,
Route 3, boy, February 11.
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eciitors. Despite the attacks, he has
refused to rescind the order.
In contrast to the Fortune map,
the newspaper said, the maps or-
dered published by President Tru-
roan were "in full colors and coin
plate with topographic details, ex-
act latitude and longitude of the
atomic reservations and govern-
ment radio beams for guiding air-
craft."
The newspaper story said any
irterested agent of a foreign gov-
ernment could obtain the aviation
maps without difficulty, to test the
ease with which they could bet
obtained. Minneapolis Tribune re-i
porters obtained copies or access
to copies in Washington, Chicago
and Minneapolis without diffeelty-
in a period of a week No charge
was made for four maps acqured.
In addition, the newspaper said,
the maps are posted publicly in
major airports throughout .the
country.
In, Washington. the White House
denied the report that President
n ordered publication of the
raps and that the maps referred
to by the Tribune were prepared
by the Civil Aeroneytics Adrninis-
totion to show "air splice rese-
,'Ttions"
The White House said the CAA
prepares the maps on it own and
not under orders from Mr. Tru-
nein. it said the maps give the
general outline of the restricted
area, but do not -show details of
the installations., .
Cameron Pool
Dies Today
Cameron Pool. age 57. died this
morning at 9:00 a m. at his home
one the outskirts of the city limits
on the Benton road.
Mr Pool was well known In
Murray and worked with the Riley
Furniture and Appliance Coin-
pane here for a number of years.
He is survived by his w`fe Moe
Lerianell Pool of Murray; one
daughter Mrs J M. Etouland of
Van Dyke, Michigan: two snr
Pool of Detroit. and Nolan
Pool of Royal Oak. Michigan; one
sister Mrs. Logan Harmon ef Mur-
ray route four; one brother Roy
Pool of Murray route one: and
four grand children
He was a member of the Mar-
tina Chapel church, and a veteran
of the first World War. The funer-
al will be held at the Elm Grove
Baptist Church on Thursday at
110 p. m. with Rev. R. .T. Burpo
and Rev. Leonard Cole officiating.
Burial will be in the Elm Greve
cemetery.
Pallbearers will be Arthur Hour-
land. Abe Thompson. Albert Camp,
Walter Williams, Bobby Lawrence,
and Hayden Rickman The rernains
will be at the Max Churchill Fun-
eral Home until the funeral hour
The Max H. Churchill Funeral
Home is in charge of arrangements.
Heat Off Bingo
Games In Covington
By United Press
The "heat" apparently has been
turned off Covington's bingo games.
and almost as suddenly as it was
 turned on a week jam ,
LisTweeis police refused to per-
mit • bingo game to -get underway
In the Knights of Columbus Hall
there. But last night it was a 'Mit-
ferent story
An estimated 450 patrortg mane
of them munching bon lunches, at,
tended an "Orphans Social" in the
hall played unmolested. The
gasefeThad been advertised by word
of mouth during the day:-
Police who closed the pates a
week ago failed to . up
night Officials say the entire mat-
ter may be ironed out in a town
hall meetine called for Monday in
city hall by Mayor John .1 Moloney.
one in croscorte, etc. e .
The Heart Associations are Finaneed- by contributions by the plane. In view of the
. _
fact that Murray has received so much from the Heart Association, it is very impor-
tant that the people of Murray and Calloway County, give generously to the Heart
fund campaign that is under way at the present time.
_
7 . •
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Weather
Kentucky cloudy with slow-
ly rising temperatures rain
Wednesday and in sweat tiota7
lion tonight, low tonight 39
east and 40 west.
T j
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Detailed- List-a-Activities_For
Past Year Is Given By Mrs. Pare
The Calidway County Chepter of
the American Red Cross released
the report of its activities for the
year February 1, 1951-February I.
1952, here today.
Mrs. Mary Pace is-dee eareeutige
secretary of the organization and
Waylon Rayburn is the chapter
chairman. Other officers Include
Mrs. George E. Overbey vice-
chairman and Dewey Ragsdale,
treasurer.
The report released tcday by
Mrs. Pace breaks 'down the ser-
vices into eight divisions, with the
T .-activity in that division hated- --
, Plans are being made now for
the 1952 Red Cross ftm4 _ceinipalge
which. begins on March 1 with Bu-
-ford Hurt as fund campaign chair-
man.
The-.1"°17.1tonsf°: icwrService
-1J. Four-hundred- and eighty-five
eases rendered - rervice, with 166
-persons calling for information In
addition. The types of service ren-
dered under this* service are leave
Verifications anctextensions; home
Mrs. Lucille Ross, it-14:-. pervisor of Medicine Service and Paul Moore, Labor-Air 11111---- -
atory Technician, shown Alb the new microscope furnished Murray Hospital by Hie • rtree
Calloway County Heart Association. 
I•
completely equipped a rooeg in the Murray Hispital for examination and treatment Gag On 
Davis'
The Calloway County Heart Association, through the State Heart Association, has
of patients. A conservative lialue of equipment furnished would be $5,000.00.
The equipment furnished is the most mdern available, consisting of 34 items in- Fly Buddiescluding: One fluoroscope, ose fluorscope screen and timer, one electric sterilizer,
one electrocardiograph complete% ogee basal metabelism machine,. one stethoscope,
i
Elizabeth
Plane Crashes
Start Inquiry
By United Press
The series of at.• disasters whieh
has turned Elizabeth, New Jersey,
into a city of fear has brought a
record-breaking number of investi-
gators to the scene.
The wave of angry ;retest _has
reached the nation's capital--and
a New Jersey Congressman. Demo-
rat Alfred Sierninski has intro-
duced a bill to strip the New York
Port authority of its control over
Newark Airport. He wants con-
gress to stage a full-dress investi-
gation of the port authority.
New Jersey's governor, Alfred
Driscoll, and the state's Republi-
can senators, Robert Hendrickson
and H. Alexander Smith. have
joined private citizens in demand-
ing immediate steps to break the
chain of air deaths
The Calletreay County Heart As-
scciation announced that the an-
nual drive for'qunds will begini
todayt
The Heart Association in the
nation are engaged in a fight
against heart diseases, the lead-
ing cause of death and disability
today Heart disease takes a great-
er toll than the next five leading
Callan of death rombined, account-
ing for one out of three deaths P.
Is estimated that one out of every
twenty persons suffer from some
!form of heart or blood vessel dis-ease.
Last year In Calloway county.
heart diseases killed 76 People. as
compared with only 123 from all
other diseases
Mn. Matt Sparkman and H. Glenn
Dcran are leading the driee ithis
year in the county. AR funds col-
lected will be used as follows: sixtYl 
per cent in Calowav coUnte,
teen per cent to the Kentucky
Heart Aesociation, and twenty-five
gement to the National Heart As-
sociation
Any person desiring to make a
contribution should
-amen to The
Heart Fund, care of H. Glenn On-
ran, Murray,_ Ky
Procession Views
The port authority cicsed the Body Of King George
airport shortly after a National
Airlines DCt3 slammed Into an
apartment house yesterday, kill-
ing.. 30 persons and injurinI
others.
House and senate investigators,
who were studying Elizabeth's two
other recent air tragedies, reached
the wrecked plape within minutes
Civil Aeronautics board and
county investigators also rushed
the spot. And today gigantic it
will be started by the areo-.
nauties board, the civil aercrnatities
administration. New Jersey of-
fielals, city leaders and airline
repr eserfta Yes.
No planes were permitted to
land at Newark airport yester‘s,
bat-' dB -ships were permitted .
take-off without passengers to .go
to other fields. Then silence Settled
over one of the nation's largest
airports. 
•
clarify eialdifib-liWTiesn-pre-
pared to close down the airport
themselves by lying down on the
runways. And one anonymous call-
er threatened to bomb the. field
if it stayed in op'era'tion.
FIRE DEPARTMENT ARE
CALLED, OUT THIS MORNING
The Murray Fire Departinent was
celled about 8:00 o'clock *is morn-
ing to the Main Street -Motors cm
West Main street where oil and
leaves caught fire.
The blaze was extinguished With
o damage according to the fire-
men
I.
Hy United Press
An endless iirocession of mourn,
tine winds slowly through historie
Weetminster Hall in London.
The people of the empire, ell
reces, mines, and creeds, are pay-
Me-final resnects to George the VT
lies in a simnle
stone's. 
Tfhw.e ElAniribiode y
j With diamonds and other orecieme
"air 4softin.-en--a--,retegeteme-;
The hemerial crown. shimmering
fz
and crimson royal standard
teeter of the Pallet hell The coffin
Is closed and covered by the gold
On top of the standard rests
irtFrerith illowere-from the Kirre'swidow cmeen mettle. Elizabeth also
inel:TerZie;-he'"Pomftilaf"rlicilh• Ttefirlrelexli`rsh 
Is
From
IHIs Ever Toetou intrateth jo
' The people move slowly *by the
coffin, the sound of their shuffl-
ing broken only bv the taimine of
, rap Of a sword every 20 miti-0
tries, as the scarlet 'guardsmen
*
A blind man walked slowly pal*
Me coffin A woman, guiding him,
whispered a description of the
scene
duty. 
A women in a fur coat knelt and
drool:14r a 'hunch of flowers near
one of the yeomen of the guard.gram for , the field: "Keep it The guard did not move. The
eloded.” flowers were left where they lay.
Grim-faced neighbors of the air-
port have a three-wotd safety pro-
. •
a •
•
1,1•11104..,- lisr-A A ‘.1
".•
•• - - •
County Lady
Succumbs
Mrs. Nora Ezell assed away at
her home on Murray .Reute file
this morning at 9'05. She was 76
years of age and death was It.
tributed to complications follow-
ing an extended illness.
Survivors are her husband,
Byrd Ezell of Murray Route six;
one daughter. Mrs. Dewey Lamp-
tins. Murray Route two; two soma
Novis Ezell, Murray Route six, and
Harold Ezell, Murray Route one:
one half sister, Mrs. Sam Christen-
berry, Murray Route one, eight
grandchildren: eight great grand-
children.
The deceased was a member of
the West Fork Baptist Church
where the funeral and burial will
be held The time will be announc-
ed later
Friends may call at the home on
Murray ferrite ere until the funeral
hour The Max H Churchill Home
Is in charge of the arrangements.
Weatherman Promises
Warmer Weather
By United Press
The weatherman promised more
warm weather in Kenturky for
the next five days today, after
yesterday's high temperatures which
averaged about 54 degrees peound
She state .
The U S weather bureau at
:57731711Tir'''retiarKeir tenineratur
yesterday that included high's of
54 at Bowling Green arid Paducah.
51 at T,exingten.:111,A, Louisville
and Pikeville. fin at Coibln. 50 he
Covington. and 53 at Marian.
Teinneratures for the next five
vs. from Wednesday throinela Sun-
day, were expected to tiltf.114". from;
five to seven degrees, above sea-
(tonal level, The state normal for
the spasm. is 37 degrees., . j
Wary/ter ternneraturer-were-erea
dieted tomoriaane and Thunder,
becoming colder Friday arid, Sat-
urday and warmer again qunday.
Shower* were exteerted Wedtletie
day and Thursday and arnein Stin-
tram-11mi halt to
thirtd inches. .
TALANT NTIMIT TO
St arm ALMO
Cornmunity Talent Night will he
In-Id by AIM, High School on
Saturday night. February. .23_ at
7.30 n.m. This will be sponsored'
by the PTA.
4.1111Waintallwae'
If
4.)
-
By United Press •
The Air Force has clamped a gee
on the flying comrades of Major
George Davis, who was' shot down
Sunday after making his 10th and
11th jet kills. What's more, it sass
it does not plan to investigate whe
be was allowed to go on the fatal
mission instead of being rotated
home many weeks ago.
According to tar eastern r Ir
force commander Lieutenant Gen-
eral Otto Weyland. Davis had vol-
unteered to sta-y in Korea, and
there is no reason to ineegtigate
why he had not been sent home.
The Air Force points out thet
its policy used to be to !et pilots
go home after making their fifth
kill But at the time Davis marked
up hie fifth *ill, the policy Was
changed so the pilots had,to com-
plete one hundred miseions before
being eligible. Davis had only 59.
in gagging his buddies, the Air
Force sage they cannot rive any
More interviews to newsmen. One
Air Official is quoted as saying:
"Davis has had ton much publicity
already."
A demand for an My-attention di
why Davis was not sent home
weeksargo was made by his widow,
Mrs Dorris Davis of Lubbock,
Texas, who is expecting her third
child in May. Aecording to lefre.
Davis, thr Air Force lied in say-
ing he did not want to gei horre
from Korea when, she eays, he
had a chance.
An Air Force spokegma a denhe
that headquarters in Waehington
ever made a statement leaving that
DaYis did not want to return home.
But a homç state congressman__
Democratic Representative Georee
Mahnn--says he has asked the
Air Force to give him "all The
'fects" in the case anyway.
• ..
Reading Of Ibtkieit-‘
Be Held Wednesday
visits, contacts made at request
of army, navy and eeterens ad-
.
mioistratiore assistanze wah gov-
ernment benefits; inquiries and
messages; assistance with claims
for disability compensation, pen-
sions, death benefits, and insur-
ance; hospitalization for service-
men and- veteran*: vocational 're-
habilitation and training; aadstance
with application for dependency
and hardship discharges: financial
assistance; securing birth, certifi-
cates for governmeat purposes: in-
formation.
• 'Two classes iniNn unhoingme nursing
-taught with 22 certificate.; issued.-
First Aid
Two Junior first aid classes. el
certificates issued.. Four. r.tandard
first aid classes. 102 certificates
issued. Three advanced classes, 78
ceitificates issued. One Irstructor
first aid class, 17 certificates is-
sued; One first aid Mobile UNE
estAblished; One first aid Emer-
gency Station established.
Junior Red Cress.-
All schools in city and count,
enrolled -in Junior Red Cross.
School ErppffeS furnished eir
needy ., children in all schools
where .requested by teachrs..-
Water Sefety
Four Senior life saving classes,
32 certificates issued. Two Junior
life saving classes, a certificates
Issued. Two Water Safety Instruc-
tor classes, n certificates issued.
Eight Beginners swimming classes.,
112 certificates issued. Nine Inter.
mediate swimming classes. 144
certificates issued. Two Swimmer
classes. 34 certificates issued. Tws
Advanced Swimmer dames. 12 eel%
tificetes issued.
-•
College Activities
College studentv are providing
entertainment for Fort Campbell
Military Hospital, and participated
in various other activities including
fund raising on the collere cam-
pus.
Volunteer service to Camps mid
Hospitals
The Calloway County Chap!**
has supplied the quota assigned
them for Forte Campbell, Military
Hospital since the Council was
aralorganized in April of 1951 These
articles consist of all kinds of gifts.
Greeting cards, health ear/plies,
entertainment, food. inducting 43
home baked cakes for patients.
Financial Assistance
The Calloway County Chapter
has provided financial aseistarize
on an emergency basis to families
throughout the year in the form
of food, coal, and clothing.
Inquiring
Reporter
QUESTION:
Major One Buret" Davis was
shot down ii, Korea .-,:undry. after
having at least five enemy. planes
to his credit. Lin you think that
shooting down five planes should
entitle a pilot to come home or do
You think-that he should have 10
stay and complete 100 missions as
the military law now provides?
ANSWERS:
Mrs. Herbert Itiggatett: Locks like
he had done hie part, if all the
rest could do that. __mint"a  .If he
Wag my husband I'd want him to
alP
-9Ire. Ake, 111nritett: It seems to
me that he should be givet enouitti_
credit to -allow hiiir to corn.: home. -,
after shooting. dawn---titre- 
_ _
planes.
Hobart Grabens: It took.; to me
like then- was enorethirre wrong.
I'm inclined to believe what his- -
wife says about it. I believe ethat •
his time had already come, there .
what I think a • ut it.
life real* 
wanted to !gay. I think it was best
the U. la A. ' for him to stay, hut he lost hi.
The reading will•be by- jhe Rey. life because he did. His wife saki
Dr. Gerald Knott of Chicago. .the if there had been a caller tot' this
general director of the • national wit- he W0t4ltthit hay.e. minded. hit,. _
coWinTiftion of general christian ed. stayintabut there wasn't end she
ucatiort e' thought he Mould have come home.
The new English version .was Mr's. S. R. Pewter-1 hare- be-n
authorized by the internationlr hearing about It and I've hteri
council of religious education in thinking about it. AS • wife I
1928 Thirty-two wirlars completed! would think that he has done nig
the aew testament in 1946 grad__the part and should get to "Come homei
old testament het Oelobet, rbyt from the military standridint
. one million copies oft-lhe net:col/id the boys that Would have td
idition are scheduled for Public*,I replace him it would be hard .to -
lion in September.
COLUMBUS. Ohio Feb. 12 (t.TP%
The first public reading cif a
vised edition of the old - testament
due for pubiicition in September
wilkhe ;node in Columbus. Ohio,
torrichtow night.
More than 'one-thousand persons
are arriving in this city for. the
annual meeting of the divisibn of
ristian education -nt-the nattonat
council of Churches of Christ in
•
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Choose From 12
Models.-6 Finishes
room fit for a
OUR PRICES 
AHD TERMS MAKI If 
rA sy
•••••••M•••••••••••••••• .••=•••••••••M•••••
•
Yes, Folks, that's rigttnie, you'll find
most everything in H urnishingssaleat.
reduced prices during o great
Come in and see what we have you can
use and note the reductions . . . you'll
agree that it is our greatest February Sale
and you'll decide you can't affords to not
buy. If you can't have it delivered im-
mediately we will hold your selections  at 
Sale prices until you can have it delivered,
and also,, we'll give you the best terms
you've seen in many a day.
11.•••••••=••••••• ••••••••••**•••••••
We Have The Largest Selection Of Bedroom Suites Ever On Sale!
Like Modern? Well, If You Do We Have It At Big Savings For You!
Choose from limed oak, bleache4 mahogany, cordovan, cherry, "Walnut, grey walnut. Also choice of double
dresser, panel Led, bookcase bed, vanity, chest, regular dresser.
Priced As Low As $122.75 For Three Pieces.
-WE'VE GOT-TWEStrilardet-er-wAttithriNtlikefaltaantiP-1=1)=14-1311117ZaialkipANTTy OR
CHEST. SAVE I .
--- When we Posts. we really lissin large' -pm& Nat f
- little posts; we mean Om and sax inch posts. Th. vanities. aplomb —4.-jr. poster -suite Siitso —r-
and 'chifferolses just areal.  big Ugh twin ClilWANIe• but are large 
-
and roomy and the chifferobes are cedar lined. The finishes on these 4 pc. poster suite $139.50.pieces Ire not just sprayed on but are fine imported veneers finished
smooth as satin. The mirrors are not window glass and wavy, but are 3 pc..poster suite $159.50genuine plate glass and clear. When we say they're low in price we
mean just that. Compare prices after you see them suites andxess'Ujust have to have one right NOW. Come us today. 
i 
•
•
—•—• • •
••
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S.0.0.1E 71 .17
.41urray .4 .41:11'' Will
Hold Regular 'lleet I
On Tuesday Et'fflifig
The Murray Branch of the Arne-
ran. &swag:Ten -Of ILnaversitz ili
mon will meet Tuesday evening
at seven-thirty o'clOcken the science-\ . Miss Sue .1aughes of Robinson.
leading at Murray State College. IIj.. was the weekend guests of
In charge of the .pragram will be her parents. Mr. and Mrs. A. 1....
the Fallowslatia-oosonsittae-otasihisitjfngt.s Farmer Avenue. Murray,
Miss Beatrice Frye is chairman, I . „ 
• • •
All members are urged- to attend!' Mr. find Mrs. E. P. Heater had
the meeting. as their weekend guest their
• • • laughter. Miss Evelyn Heather of
_
The zoung Bustrie Women's
Class of the First Baptist Church
Vrili meet the home of Mr;.
Phillip Mitchell at aeven-thiriy
o'clock.
ow • • • -
Waltonville. Ill.
Miss Peggy Steele of Ikvington,
Menday. February 11 
Ill_ was the weekend guest cf her
mother. Mrs. Cullie Steele.
' I
Ling George
Visited Here
Back In 1939-
. I 1-11 .ta di
-••••••••••••
ii,ta!ssiti)tststfujfitlitstailtritit-lItlf.thlettelffiftettelttlifillitSaa/Stestia"1"/""'"
• • • • • • • • • • •
THE LEDGER AND TIME. S, MURRAY. RENTUGRT
By Culted,press .
The date via* June 7th.. Ttse
place-Niagara
At 10:37 p. m. blue and
silver train moved acrcas the
border from Canada into the Ilnit-
'ed States.
- -The "12-car train was the last
word in luxury. It carried private
suites and bathrooms_ with show-
ers.
It also carried Britain's' ntenarcbs
Ingprorge The Sixth and
Qinien Elizabeth.- They wefe visit-
ing the United State e first ,
trip' of its kind In Org.
The effirtal g,r 
, The Pleasant Grove Homemakers
Club will meet with Mrs. Atit:y
McReynolds at ten o'clock.
• • •
The Matte -Bell-Hera Cirele-of
—the WSCS of Thé First Methodist
Church will meet with Mrs. Har-
ry Sparks on Woodlawn Avenue
Murray Star chapter No.
Order of the Eastern Star will hold
- Its UedUrar meeting at
. Hatt at itten-fifteen o'cladk-__
,• • •
The Delta Mu chapter of the Tan
ri,i Lambda Sorority of the Wood-
men Cirgle have a coke party
,st • 'even o'clock at the &one of
Mrs. W Z Carter All nt:inb.?rs
are urged to attend as taere ill
a practice for inspectien.
• • •
Wednesday. February 13
The Arts & Crafts Club aril
meet with Miss Cappie Peale at
len will give the program.
• • •
Founders' Day will be rbserved
by Murray High PTA at tne high
School at two-thirty a'clock. The
Murray TraininP! PTA will be
guests of the high school PTA
This ever.t.
at seven-thirty o'clock.
• • •
TIMai.d_ It roart
Mrs. R. E. Kelly will he hostess
to East Side HomernaKers Club at
her home at ten-thirty o',.;lock.
• • • _ t
The Pottertown Homemakers
Club. will meet witICIIilia-IJuUansl,
at the o'clock.
• * 
,
The following circle of the
Iirissionaiy Society of the
First Baptist Church will meet as
-
- -Mamie -GraVes WICK Mrs. F1'ed
Gingles at one-thirty o'cloek. TMb
Will be a special work meeting
Mary Thomas with Mrs Ronald
Churchill at.rwo-thirly o'clock.
Fannie McElrath with 'Mrs.
_less* Roberts at rwO-1/1Trty
Ula Sledd With Mrs" Hillard
Rogers at iwo-thirty
• • •
The Jessie Ludwick Circle of the
Woman's Association of the College Mrs.' Harlan Hodges will be the
Presbyterian . antreh Three-Fguest speaker Refreshments will-
with Mrs. Charlie Crawford at be served h Ythe labrre economies
two thirty o'clolt F. I as., dals
The president urges all parents
rid patrans of the school to attend.
• • •
• • •
Tharedas- February 14
The Alria,n "TA will meet at the
•chool at Seven o'clock. Mrs. Har-
lan 
-Widget; will be the guest
speaker. Refreshments will ,iae se
%ed.
• • •
The Advisory Council-of Home-
makers Clubs will meet at ten
o clock in the Extension Service
cffice.
• • • •'
•
• 
1.--0
Mr. and Mn.- Jo* 'Cunningham
announce the birth of a -boy
nzmed Larry David born on Jan-
uary Mrs Cunningham is this
former June Geurin
• • •
Miss Mary Kathryn Parker.
&lighter of Mr. and Mrs.- R. R.
Parker, Murtay Route thrae has
ecrollod...at Wayne University in
Detroit - latch . to finish her sen-
ior 'year. Miss Parker was 'enrolled
at Murray State College last year.
N. C. MeCage has returned home
ft-om Fayetteville. Ark..; where he
was the houseguest of his nephew
n d wife. Major and Mrs. Dale
Parker.
• • •
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Ward of Wash-
y:11e, Tenn . were the weekend
yeasts of his mother -Mrs.- Mei
Ward.
Se.
Mrs. W. P. Roberts and Miss Alice
Caldwell, spent Friday and Sat-
urday ke Neshville. Tenn_ where
they attended Benison's Floral
School.
I PERSONALS
Mies Billie, Gingles of Robinson.
Ill., was the weekend- guetts, of
her parents. Mr.. and Mrs. Hugh
_Qf
•
• • •
Mrs. Harlan Hodges
To Be The Speaker
At 4lmo PTA Meet
••••
The Alrno Sigh Schaal • Parent-
---Teather Aiociktfort will ncid its
regular meeting at he high. school
Tnursday evening at seven o'clock
Johnnyftrr-ls
Complitnented- With
Shower On Friday
Mrs. Johnny Orr was compiimen-
tici with a shower at the home ;:,k
Mrs Layne Shanklin on Friday
--•
va-r ing
The honoree was before her re-
cent marriage Miss Glenda Sir's.
be was presented a gift corsage
of pink carnations.
The pink tiered wedding Caka
wa, the central decoration of the
brides table The gifts were dis-
played on a- table oaerlaid with a
white cloth and were placed under
it large white umbrella.
Mrs, Cora Lockhart received the
....L9r -being the oldest bride''
Mn. Orr received the gift as the
ycungest bride present. --
Guests for the occasion were
members of the Lynn Groat. Ate,
thodist
Hostesse. were Mrs. Shanklin.
Mn. Kenton - Miller. Mrs. Ettin
wford. Mrs Earl Douglass ar.d
Miss Martha Jo Fain.
United States was exte to the
royal couple by secretary of state
Cordell Hull. Hull and his party-
attired in formal. morning clothes
-met the king and queen on a
red carpet in the Washington Sta-
tinn.
Said Htill_-the people of my
country in the most genuine spirit
of cordiality, hospitality aril
friericlaniess have- every
-desire to
make your stay a thoroughly en-
joyable one."
Hull need not have worried-
the four-day visit that [allowed
turned out to be a grueling whirl
of official receptions, dinners end
speechmaking--but the king and
queen seemed' to love -it all and
neither ever showed any signs of
wilting.
'When George left on June 12th,1
he summed up his feelings this
way_-though this was oar first
visit to your great country, it has
given us memories of kindly feel-
ing and good will that we shall
always ttricure."
One. t treasured moments
took place on June 8th When
George and Elizabeth stepped otf-4
the royale train and into the hearts
of the citizens of Washington.
With cheers sounding through
the high vaulted station. President
Roosevelt -grasiaed the kings hand
and said warmly: "How --are ye'
Dior Shims His
Spring Collection
By United Press
Paris designer Christian Dior has
1 IIP
SO 
lett ion
shown ,his long-awaited wing col-
.
Pot -instead of weeri. lir off into
FUNERAL
_
"--'4 Cl'P MEASUREMENTS TiiKEa t radical.' _strle-setting trend asWreath5, Sprays, Pillow4, ' LESS TIME THAN SPOON
___, he did with the -new look:. of 
. or: any arrangement- you.' ie47. Dior has pretty well eon CUP itea
turements take less
desire to express- your formed - to what other des1 - time and ingtion than tablespoon
' love and sympathY. Trench and American. dictate fo measurements Four tablespoons
--- • _. equal one-fourth cup. Ana, if a
spring. ' ' a 
recipe calls. for three taalespoons, kHe did give the title "the slnureis 
measure oneafaurth cup aad takelook" to his collection of 200 suits out orzt Aiwiespoan. Or, if you re I
*net dresses. He-didn't tighten the 
wititierrrg eight_sua__
I'm so glad to see ycu.—
The simple greeting-without -re,
gard for the stiff and formal
phrases of diplomatic etiquette--
was typical of the kind of recep-
tion the,king continued to receive
on his royal junket.
Protocol ruled at a state dinner
that night in the white house. But
even the formality failed to damp-
en the cordial atmospaere. It was
the first time thatambn Englisa'
King had ever shared a meal with
an American President in- the
white house.
The next day, the king and
queen returned the dinner invtta-
tion and entertained the president
and Mrs. Roosevelt at the British
embass,v. George saw to it that
the - affair was as .simple end ia-
formal as possible. Only 35 people
were present-a minor mi:acle in
official-redden Washington.
Earlier that day. George entered
a red brick tomb overlook.ng the
Potomac and laid a wreath of lilies
and iris upon a plain sarcophagus.
The tomb Was that of George
Washington..-..one of the leaders of
the revolt against George's aireat-
great-great grandfather. King
George the Third.
George took Congress in stride.
too. In just 2,2 minutes, he shoots
the hands of 404. -membere-prob-
ably some kind"- of a record. He
and. the queen went through the
wearingi, task with smiles Ora
stayed fixed even when one reke-
sentatieeeirDernoerat Nat Patton
Texas--addressecl them as "Cous.n
George" and "Cousin Elizabath."
than If tabliespoawa_you'd measa,..hem-length the same, and the bust- out-oULersost * •
line accented - • • • '"---, _
Catar. featured -are--the-beiassj-
end greys. with many hazy flower
iprinte in, rose. gray-green, mauve,and violet.The 'fronts of some Dior dresses -button sia Cardigan-fashion. except
Florist and Gift Shop 
ithat theibuttong gre_tilaced-diagon--;-
hily itil4aca of straight up ond , mu ME Inn3 see warts
----
lretephone 1301/ '-, i .4i/V1111 . t•M•I•1••••
I • . • • •
Designer Christian REMOVE SPOTS OR STAIN
WIFOIRE PREKSING outStaNT
It's best t., iernove spots stain
from a iorment before pressing.
Heat will "set' some stains:Al-
ways press with the grain of the
fabric, and in mots cases use
steam heat rather than d:y heat
_ . • • n
Wei ear as Win .
as-Aassiamiamdraw
einfla•
fig...coffee, mr1"16 aistline pe entris •eure••• A sat 
 cup uc imulecur
Putnam. But the skirts are fun. the
DR. MAX L.408INETTE 
Chiropractor-Ref-U*420A •
Announces' the Opening of His Offices
'm Monday, February I I
1120 'West Main Street
11221ter' Ione seal lan
• ••• Use
On en
Ste is ase
.P*141° !mgt.
lea atm' be set est. te
be le ens ries ordain
GREATER THAN EVER!
BETTER THAN EVER!
0 NO OTHER SALE CAN COMPARE WITH IT!
• • • • • • • A 
• • ••., • • • •  
• • • • 
• •
•
• air at'
A
ittlARY 11, 1952
ANTICIPATE YOUR HOME FURNISHING - -
NEEDS — YOU'LL FIND THEM HERE!
• AMERICA S MOST FAMOUS BRANDS INCLUDED AT-SALE
-SAVING§
VALENTINE SPECIAL
Down
Delivers
Pay Only
$1.25 Weekly
Walnut Veneer
Cavalier Cedar
Chest—Only
_
•••
E. 
•
•••
44pc.44ter suite $239.50 
• —
OUR STORE IS OPEN EACH FRIDAY EVENING UNTIL 9 O'CLOCK •
RHODES-BURFORD C
Mayfield, Kentucky
", •
*
' • _
, • - -
se.
•' '
ee-
IjIUg&l I
tht.JARY 11, 1952
KING
ME!
glocifitle.iF you'll find 
urniabings at
ig o great Sale.
at we have you can
oductions . . . you'll
-eatest February Sale
can't affords to not
ave it delivered im-
old your selections at
:an have it deliv
you the best terms
a day.
double
A
It
11940
••
001.
Why Not
Do All
Your Shopping
In Murray,
•
United Press
dec
Bost
(times
Ant
[Seen & Heard
ED
Around
MURRAY
We don't snow what nit name
e
-- is, but he is the busiest little fel-
low we have seen lately. You can
most always see him playing on,
_the sidewalk between Tenth sad
Eleventh on Poplar.
•
•
e
di=aug
AN\
•Ii.
TO' 1%2 e....NESRIVR HOME NEWS-
PAI- .i... 24,1t!; ii„;1111 HALF A CENTURY
-11te
.• -41kor"
b.., .4 -%bi
47-1,
Selected As Best All-Round Kentucky Community Newspaper for 1947
ljEtik de=h-Di
• le.210.-__I---10?! s.ssi
Murray, Kentucky, Tuesday Afternoon, Feb. 1:2, 1052
A.
e t
5.14
• Ii I Till_ _ 
j&hd)
Sat__
MURRAY POPULATION — 8,000
_
Weather
Kentucky cloudy with slow-
ly rising temperatures rain
Wednesday and in west por-
tion tonight, low tonight 30
east and 40 west.
• ••
11410,010/00,011=00.....11
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RELEASES ACTIVITY REPORT
!Truman Ordereilt •
Atomic Installations, Reported
He usually looks like he is in a
pretty good humor, but this morn-
ing he was yelling to high heaven,.
ell dressed up in a red suit sitting
in a red car.
..The state highway department
busy along North Fourth street,
measuring and driving stobs.
More new homes going up in
the South West section of Murray.
We/011mm has at least two new
homes going up and Irwin has at
least one.
Today is Abraham Lincoln's
birthday, It also is the last day of
Boy Scout Week.
This data hut year The office of
price stabilization ordered price
ceilings removed on Sugar and all
unprocessed agricultural products
selling below parity; a nueleer
physicist explained that the flying
saucers sighted by citizens since
1947 were 190
-foot Plastic balloons
Sent up by the Navy to set atmos-
pheric data. '
1111901cp: Ihslikanchu
Dynasty In China ended, and a Re-
public was former in 1912: gold
was discovered in Australia, an
111851: in observance of Lincoln's
birthday. the cornerstone of the
Lincoln Memorial in Washington
139.50.
159.50
a.39.5o
•
MINNEAPOLIS, Minn. Feb. 12-
iliP i-The Minneapolis Morning
Tribune said last night that Presi-
dent Truman ordered publication
of 12.000 detailed maps of atomic
installations which now are being
displayed publicly. ,
a copyrighted article writtere
thy`William R. Steven, the assistant
executive editor, the Tribune said
the maps located exactly the major
atomic plants at Hanford, Washing-
ton: Los Alarnos, New Mexico and
Oak Ridge, Tennessee.
The article contrasted these de-
tailed maps, which are used to
help aircraft keep out of areas
over which flying is banned, with
a map published by Fortune maga-
zine in January, 1949.
The map printed in Fortune was
cited by President Truman last
October as the most outstanding
exi mple of the kind of thing that
led him to issue a "security' order
which has been the subject of
attacks by newspaper and radio
Founding Date
;Of PTA will
Be Observed
In this month of famous birth-
dfsen-Oseilp tnieoin
and St. Valentine-come. another
ethical Is the founding of the Na-
tional Congress of Parente and
Teachers on February 17, 1897, in
Washington, D. C.
On that date two outstanding
women. Alice McLellan Birney and
1
Pheoble Apperson Hurst, orgaaii-
red the Parent-Teacher Association
was laid. in 1915: General Omar realizing that the great importance
Bradley was born, in 1893 of the future of the nation depend-
ed upon the well being of the
children of all the people. --
In the February issue ef the
National PTA magazine, the na-
ticrial president. Mrs Anna af.
Hays, says:
'They dared to halt the wheels
et Industry to rescue children ton
yeung for hard confining labor::
they dared to assert that the child-
ren of the poor and unschooled
were deserving of all the advantage"
or-en to the children of the pri.
vileged. Theirs was the belief that
what is rivht and irond for the
most favored child is right apd good
for all children.
"Our founder, recognized that
the strength of this republic de-
pends upon the intelligence, skill
an dpatriotic devotion of lie peo-
ple."
Tn observance of thie day the
Murray Hielt School and -Murray
Training School PTA groups will
have a combined meeting Wednes-
day afternoon 'at 2:45 in the high
school auditorium The Training
School chapter will 'present the
Ernie Thompson claims that he
caught 30 crappie on a fishing trip
last week.
Unsigned letter in. the mail with
a picture of C. L. "Jack- Sher-
borough and Clifford' Melegin in
It holding a days catch of Snook,
a fish that frequents the waters of
Florida.
Mr. Shorberough and Mr. Melu-
gin have a string of about six of
the big fish which they caught
while at Punta Gorda. Florida,
We figured the picture meet
have come from a fishing buddy
in Punta Gorda
The fish were caught in Shell
Creek which empties into Charlotte
Bay at Punta Gorda. according to
the letter.
Republican Harold Stamen who
plans to run for the presidency,
has called for an end to "seven
years of mismanaged Missouri Mis-
rule."
A O&M' to the size of the atomic
leis been released. Agents
rireib lfaeri cautioned to look for
the pelliebility of anyone smuggl-
ing in an atomic bomb in their
luggage at porta of entry into Li%
United_ States.
ernerana
Following the program a silver
tea dill be held. Honored rued',
will be the mert presidents of both
PTA chapters.
4... 
441V4
That may not be the regular MS
atomic bomb however, They may
 mean to' be on the tnnirout of Ju
little one A small one that may
just destroy a mile -
town.
er-
THIS otinaT iota 000D
ST. JOSEPH. MIalfouri. Feb,
--erUP)--A radio station in St.
Joseph. Missouri. will use the two
platoon system to describe a bag-
ketball game next week
---mmeemeees- for-
KFEQ will describe the game be-
tween William Jewell and Missouri
Valley When William Jewell ham
e 'the ball, one announcer will handle
the game and Mot for his dub
When the ball, changes bands, the
Other announcer does the talking,
end rooting. for Vallee.
Both will talk wifile the ball
Is loose.
•
e
•
Sod Mrs. Samons Pressley
Box 4111E, Murray. bay, I...b-
ier: and Mrs. Joe Nab Netilloa,
Imo, boy, February-I'
Mr and Mrs. Otto Cheater Italie
a Farmington, boy, February 8..--,
Mr. and Mrs. J. R. Mahan, Box
482. Murray. twin boys, Februery
8.
Mr. and Mrs. -Herbat Dick,
Route 4, boy, February 9.
Mr. and Mrs. Johnny Kenley,
Gen. Delivery, Murray, boy, Febru-
ary 9.
axed. -84s..--W:-/e--I.yene--
222. Murray. boy, February 9.
Mr. and Mrs? Clyde eRowland,
Route 1, Lynn Grove, boy. Febr-
uary 10.
Mr. and Mrs Floyd Bjr•ow, Ha-
zel. girl. February 10
Mr. and Mrs. Louis Miler, Mo-
del, Tenn., girl, Fel:teary '1
Mr. and Mrs. James Lee Darnell,
Route 3, boy, February 11.
editors. Despite the attacks, he has
refused to rescind the order.
In contrast to the Fortune map,
the newspaper said, the maps or-
dered published by President Tru-
man were ain full colors and come
plate with topographic details, ex-
act latitude and longitude of the
atomic reservations and govern-
ment radio bearna---for-guiding air-
craft."
The newspaper-stary—laild any
Interested agent of a foreign goy-,
ernment could obtain the aviation
maps without difficulty, to test the
ease with which they could bet
obtained. Minneapolis Tribune re-i
porters obtained copies or access
to copies in Washington. Chicago
end Minneapolis without diffculty
in a period of a week. No charge
was made for four maps acqured:
In additron, the newspaper said.
the maps are posted publicly in
major airports throughout the
country.
In Washington. the White Rouse
denied the report that President
Truman ordered publication of the
n-aps. _and that the maps referred
to by the Tribune were prepared
by the Civil Aeroneotics Adminis-
tration to show nth !Pon row-
v:,tions."
The White House said the CAA
prepares the maps ..on it own and
not under orders from Mr. Tru-
man. It said, the maps give the
general outline of the restricted
sweat but do e not show details of
the installations.
Cameron
Dies Today
Cameron Pool. age 57. died this
morning at 9:00 a m. at his home
one the outskirts of the city limits
on the Benton road.
Mr_Poej was well known In
Murray and worked with the Riley
Furniture and Appliance Cord-
pans, here for a number of years.
He is survived by his arle Mee.
Leriariell Pool of Murray: one
daughter Mrs J M. Bouland of
Van Dyke. Michigan: two snes
C. W. Pool of Detroit. and Nolan
Pool of Royal Oak. Michigan: one
sister Mrs. Logan Harmon of Mur-
ray route four: one brother Rey
Pool of Murray route one: and
four grand children
He was a member of the Mae-
tins Chapel church, and a veteran
of the first World War. Tho. funer-
al will be held at the Elm Grove
Baptist Church on Thursday at
110 p. m. with Rev. R. .1. Burpo
and Rev. Leonard Core officiating.
Burial will be in the Elm Crewe
cemetery.
Pallbearers will be Arthur Hour-
land, Abe Thompson. Albert Camp,
Walter Williams. Bobby Lawrence,
and Hayden Rickman. The remains
will be at the Mae Churchill Fun-
eral Home. until the funeral hour
The Max H. Churchill Funeral
Mine Is in charge of arrangements.
Heat Off Bingo
Games In Covington
,
By United Press
The "heat" apparently has been
turned off Covington's bingo games.
and almost as suddenly as it was
turned on a week ago.
Last-arzeole, polka. ..paused- 40-
mit a bingo game to det underway
In the Knights of Columbus Hall
there.. But last night it was a dit-
t *tory.
An estimated 450 Odeon& many
of them munching box lunches, at-
tended an "Orphans Social" in the
hall and played unmolested The
same had been advertised by word
of mouth during the day.
Police who closed the games a
week ago failed to show up last
night Officials say the entire mat-
ter may be ironed out in a town
hall meeting called for Monday in
city hall by Mayor John J Moloney
Mrs. Lucille Ross, &At, pervisor of Medicine Service and Paul Moore, Labor-
atory Technician, shows .with the new microscope furnished Murray Hospital by the
Calloway County Heart Aoseciation. . •
The Calloway County Illeort Association, through the State Heart Association, has
completely equipped a mos . in the Murray Hispital for examination and treatment
of patients. A conservative 
t 
, alue of equipment furnished would be $5,000.00.
' The equipment furnished the most modern available, consisting of 34 items in-
cluding: One fluoroscope, toe fluorscope screen and timer, one electric sterilizer,
e electrocardiograph cenplete, one basal metabolism machine, one stethoscope,
ease cnicroscoPe, etc.
The Heart Associations are financed by contributions by the public. lit view of the
fact that Murray has received so much from the Heart Association, it is very impor-
tant that the people of Murray and Calloway County, give generously to the Heart
fund campaign that is under way at the present time.
Elizabeth . The Callowayerounty Heart As-i
4 .
announced that the an- County Ladytrovidialy.drive for funds will begirt
Plane Crashes notion are engaged in a fight 'the Heart As,sociation in the Succumbs
against heart diseases, the lead-
Start Inquiry in,/ cause of death and disabilitytoday Heart disease takes a great-reartos otoll tfhadneath econmexbtinfeictv eleadinguse 
account-
ing for one out of three deaths It
Is estimated that one out of every
has turned Elizabeth, New Jersey, twenty persons suffer from some
into a city of Ifear has brought a form of heart or blood vessel die-
Dee. 
....
record-breaking number of investl-
, Last year In Calloway, county
orators to the scene, 
apart diseases killed 76 people. al
conspired with only 123 from all
other diseases
Mrs. Matt Sparkman and HI Glenn
Deran are leading the dri••e this
year in the county. All funds col-
lected will be teed as follows. sixty
per cent in Calowsy county. fif-
teen per cent to the Kentucky
Heart Aminciation, and twenty-five
'cement to the National Heart As-
New Jersey's governor. Alfred sociation
Driscoll. and the state's Republi- Any person desiring to make a
can senators, Robert Hendrickson eontribetion should send it to The
and H. Alexander Smith, have 
ran, Murray. 
care of H. Glenn 00--
joined private citizens in demana- 
n
log immediate steps to break the
chain of air deaths. , Procesition Views Weatherman PromisesThe port authority cicsed the
BodyWarmer WeatherOf King Georgeairport shortly after a National
Airlines DC'S slammed into an 
. BY United Preen
apartment house yesterday. kill- An endless procession of mourn-, Re United Press
ing 30 persons and injuring 40 in, winds slowly through historici The weatherman promised more
others. Westminster Hall in London. warm weather in Kentucky for
the net five days today. afterThe people of the empire, all
esaterdav's high temperatures Which
raincre-1;namllroegrsoec, 
and
tocrGeteods;geartehrWfv- everaged about 54 degrees aroundother recent air tragedies, reached the state
tHe wrecked plane within minutesThe King's body lies in a simnle'
oak coffin on a catafala.ue in the 
The If
ee r of the draS1'17i1T %-e, coffin
is closed, and covered by the gold
nd crimson royal standard.
_top 
-of-thee 'tan-deed rests
the frenerlal crown. shimmerinz
triunes board, the civil aeronautics with_giournondt end_ other_ .m•ecinuisi
Administration, New Jersey of- stones. A ieweled orb, and a little
flcials. city leaders and airline' wreath of flowers from the 'ringer
represeplatives. widow. WWII Mother- litlizaheth able
. eve- nit 'Ilse muffin The „aeon IsNo planes were peirented to 4ieie .1-, nom,. Battle pyom,land at Newark airport yesterda;,t ere Ever Loving Ellseheth.1 tidbut -ships were- -permitted'
The people Move slowly by the
,
unity t Hospital Receives Microscope
04.06 iDetailed List Of Activities For
Past Year Is Given By Mrs. Pace
Mrs. Nora Ezell passed away at
her home on Murray .Route ftic
this morning at 9.05 She was 76
years of age and death was 5t-
tributed to complications follow-
ing an extended illness.
Survivors are her husband,
Byrd EzEll of Murray Route six;
one daughter, Mrs. Dewey Lama-
kins. Murray Route two; two sone.
Novis Ezell, Murray Route six. and
Harold Ezell. Murray Route one:
one half sister, Mrs. Sam Christen-
berry, Murray Route one: eight
grandchildren: eight great grand-
children.
The deceased was a member of
the West Fork Baptist Chutch
where the funeral and burial will
be held The time will be announc-
ed later
Friends may call at the home on
Murray Rreite six until- the funeral'
hour 'The Max H Churchill Home
is in charge of the arrangement..
a-f0-71aTMENT ARif -
CALLRD OCT THIS MORNING
'The Murray Fire Department was
called about 8:00 o'clock this marl-
itng to the Main Street Motors on
West Main street where' oil and
loves caught fire.
The blaze Was eetinguisfie41 with
no damage according to the fire-
men.
By United Press
The series of ale disasters whet
The wave of angry protest his
reached the nation's capital-and
a New Jersey Congressman, Demo-
crat Alfred Sieminski has intro-
duced a bill to strip the New York
Port authority of its control over
Newark Airport He wants con-
gress to stage a full-dress investi-
gation of the port authority.
House and senate investigators,
who were studying Elizabeth's two
Civil Reronautics board and
county investigators also rushed
the spot. And today a 'Jeanne'ins
quiry will be started by the areo-
take-off without passenger,' to go
to other fields. Then silence settled
over one of the 
-nation's largest
al rptil-ts.
Angry-- !widener hod beeft pre
pared to close down the airport
themselves by lying down on the
runways. And one anonymous. call-
er-threltened to bomb the (feel
if it stayed In °Oration.
coffin, the sound iff-their shuffl-
ing broken only by the tanning of
-the rap of a sword every 20 mired
utert, as _the_ scarle •
change duty.
A blind man walked slowly east
the coffin. A woman: guiding him.
whispered a description of tie?
scene.
S. weather bureau at
ar
yerrierday that included hirth'ss of
54 at Bowling Green and Paducah,
Si at -Lexington. 52 at Louisville
and Pikeville On at Corbin'. Nt le
Covinirton and 53 at Marion.
Temperatiiree Per- the next- fare
days, from Wednesday through Sun-
day, were expected to averez. from-
five In sillyen deirrees above 041-
rpnal levels The state normal--fee
the season is 37 decrees,
tempera
dieted tomorrow and Thirsdav.
becoming colder Friday- 11114 Sat-
urdby and warmer again gumlike,
Plower Were 'Meet-eel .rhies-
. • •
day totaling from on. half to twa
thirtd inches
TALENT wan 'ToBE mom AT ALMO
'
A won.,,n In a fur coat knelrand Community Talent Night will heGrim-faced neighbors of the air- dropped a thunCh of Meyers near held by Alma High School onport have a three-word safety pro- one of the yeomen of the guard. Satuaday night, February 23, atgram for the field: "Keep it The guard • did not move. The -730 p.m. This will be sponsoredclosed." flowers were left where they lay. by the PTA.
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Waylon Rayburn is the chapter
chairman. Other officers include
Mrs. George , E. Overbey vice-
chairman and Dewey Ragsdale,
treasurer.
The report released tcday by
Mrs. Pace breaks down the ser-
vices into 'eight divisions, with the
activity in that division listed.
Plans are being made now for
the 1952 Red Cross fund campaign
which begins on March 1 with 13e-
.ford Hurt as fund campaign chair-
man.
The report follows:
Halm Service
Four-hundred- and eighty-flee
eases rendered tervice, with 108
persons calling far information in
addition. The types of sereace ren-
dered under this service are leave
verifications and extensions; home
Air Force Puts
Gag On Davis'
v les
By Vatted Prell
The Air Force has clamped a rag
en the flying comrades of Major
George Davis. who was shot down
Sunday after making his 10th and
11th jet kills. What's more, it says
it does not plan to investieete
he was allowed to go on the fatal
mission instead of being rotattel
home many weeks ago.
According to far eastern re-
force commander Lieutenant Gen-
erel Otto Weyland. Davis had vol-
unteered to stay in Korea. and
there is no reason to in eestigate
why he had not been sent home.
The Air Force points out thet
its policy used to be to let pilots
go home after making their fifth
kill. But at the time Davis marked
up his fifth fill, the Pacy was
changed so the pilots had to com-
plete one hundred missions before
being. eligible. Davis had only 59.
In gagging his buddies, the Air
Force says they cannot- %sive any
more interviews to newsmen. One
Air Official is quoted is saying:
"Davis has had too much publicity
already."
A demand for an investigation Of
why Davis was not sent home
weeks ago was mede by his widow,
Mrs, Dorris Davis of Lubbock.
Texas, who is expecting her third_a_
child in May According to Pdra.
Davis. the Air Force lied in, say-
ing he did not want to go hoftre
from Korea when, she !art, he
had a chance.
An Air Force spnkesma I dentes
that headquarters in Wiehington
ever made a statement eaying that
Davis did not want to return hothe.
Rut a home state congressman__
Democratic Representative GenrCe
Mahon—says he has asked the
Air Force to give him "all the
facts" in the case anyway.
The Calloway County Chepter of visits, contacts made at request
the American Red Cross released of army, navy and seterans ad-
the report of its activities for the ministration, assfstanee /with goy-
year February 1, 1051-February 1, ernment benefits; inquiries and
1952, here today. messages; assistance with claims
Mrs. Mary Pace is the eiremetiee for disability compensation, pen-
secretary of the organization and .sions, death benefits, and insur-
ance; hospitalization for service-
men and veterans; vocational re-
habilitation and training; sraistance
with application for dependency
and hardship discharges; financial
assistance; securing birth certifi-
cates for governmeet•purposes; in-
formation.
Home Mashie
Two classes in home nursing
taught with 22 certificates issued.
First AM
Two Junior first aid classes,
Certificates issued. Four etandart1
first 'aid classes. -102 certificates
issued. Three advanced classes, IS.
certificates issued. One Irstruetor
first aid clam, 17 certificates *-
sued: One first aid Mobile Uhril
established: One first aid Emer-
gency Station established_
Junior Red Cram •
All schools in city and count.
enrolled in Junior .Red Cross.
School supplies furnished for
needy children in all schools-
where requested by teacher's.
Water Safety
Four Senior life saving classes.
32 certificates issued. Two Junior
life Xrving classes& a eel-I-the/des
issued. Two Water Safety Instru--
tor classes. 29 certificates issued.
Eight Beginners swimming classes,
112 certificates issued. Nine Inter-
mediate swimming classes, 141
certificates issuea. Two Swimmer
classes, 34 certificates issued. Twit
Advanced Swimmer classes. 12 eel-
tificates issued.
Collect Activities
College students are providing
entertainment for Fort Campbell
Military Hospital, aed participare4
in various other activities including
fund raising on the collage eam-
voinalear memo* to earns nal
Hospitals
The Callow-ay County Chapter
has supplied the quota assigned
them for' Fort Campbell Military
Hospital since the Council was
reorganized in April of 1951 These
articles consist of all kinds of gifts,
Greeting cards, health empties,
entertainment food. inclueing 43
home baked cakes for patients.
notarial Assistance
The Calloway County Chapter
his provided financial assistance
on an emergency basieeto families
throughout the year in the 'form
of food, coal, and clothing:
Reading Of Revised
Old Testament To-
Belle t - • 1 ..-. •
Inquiring
Reporter
QI11113TION:
Males' "One Buret" Davis was
shot doyen in Korea eeincley, a'ter
having at teast five enemy planes
to his credit. Do you think that
shooting down five planes should
entitle a pilot to come home or do
you think that he should have to
stay and, enniplete 100 missions as.
the military law now provides?
ANSWERS:
Mrs. Herbert Ransfelt: Locks like
he had done hie part, it all the
rest could do that anuch. If he
was my husband I'd wanf him to
COLUMBUS. OlderrelitT
--The Dot 31tititic-
due- ter- ' -in
vised edit:L(4:11:i_ old Ornament
will be made in Columbus. Ohio,
tomorrow night.
More--than one-thousand persons
-00.• •10.00110 In this eitv for the
annual meeting of the division of
istran_sduaation-ot
council of Churches of Christ' in
the U. S. A. •
• -The reading will he by the Bev.
Dr, Gerald Rnoff of Chicign. the
-the- .
commission of ((Merel christian ed-
ucation.
The new English version eves
autgorized by the internatienal
refinerl of religious education in
1925. Thirty two Scholars completed
the Ow testrument in tete .and the
old testament last October.
Mrs. Alton Eactieter/f-11111111_to
me that he should be given ener9ifh
itealt alloa--lifieMto cone, home, 
iheroting -d•Own five enemy
planes.
-114illarrOINains-rlt TOblig lb M5r
the there was ipmethinz wrong,
Fin inclined to 'believe' what his
wife says about it. I believe that
Psi s time had already crime, that's
what 1 think a Ut it.
If
wanted to stay. I think it was best
for him to stay, but he lost- hi,
life because he did. His wife sato
if there had been a 'cause. for this
••••• ate minded- hat
staying. 'Slit there yeatal and she
thought he fhould have come home.
Mrs. J. R, l'irwley;._ I have been
hearing about it and I've been
thinking about it. Al a wife I
would think that he has done ner
part and should get to come homer
but from the .military standpoint
One million copies of the new aril the boys Beat would have
odium, are. scheduled for publics- replace him if wouldApe hard to
tion in September.
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There Wall a tie, to the enroll- June Allen rriest. • readom Grammeat this semester iron. the
 140i Ili ' • p 
-, ieney m oratory. science. literarythat registered for the fall melee-
awarding of scholarship for wadi
arid radio activities The mereter of 0161-32.
proficiency does not make the Mir'
tisk Mass and a inarnall'n: mialm• the series are Carrialtoo. Centril
dents receiving them prcdemional
I whi4%isthir estaare,l2m4aetZtuadropsi 'weurrence_ 29e th , I•Mitfs. P1101•11141.8f7e-ett°rPre'of -dellIthe C44:e111111•C*IY.InEGI•asren..shoMidil•-` ). lells"bwzaril Pall'CF': writers. radio here-einem. or
swaths semester. There kas been Wells ball counctl. corresnonchea t,tille, Maysvdle. Campbellsville, femonal arientisis.- .•ii slight drop in each spring sem- Iseeleherf of -Sigma Solnla Samos. Irein-R a v e n n a. Painteville ahdI ester for the past - several years, social sorority She 'is a memb 'I Henderson.
of Hitegla Della P. and she vial ! In each proy.carr. leaders le Sea-
. ,1 Mrs. liextuinlieglosedtgr . this areues.
The alerted a Campus Yavorte th4 ernrrent and industry are beardter is digbuy lower Man some Year. through transcriptions made in their
• 
_GOOD USED TRACTORS
rit,-7:3•4 Allis Chalmers, Mociel 
-Alt; ehaiimasar-
and one tub Farrn.;11-
-147ii Us), Flow Fertilizer Distributer*
New 1441hind Hay Balers.
-exce. 're • - • • •., S $ 0 '•
arjtalli-Prief., •
New. We-  Fit Al E(10119T111-71-1-t-
SPreader; and Side_Deliveiy_Rakea._____,..
---LUsed Disc Harroviiirof vatious -makes,
;4-ew and 'Used Black 'Hawk Corn Plante*
• both tractor and horse drawn - •
All Size Tractor Tires At A Discoimt
do-
,NT COMM -
301 Sinati...Fourth Teleplsese• -
r.7--,•T•o;Fo'S
•
TT. Corbin: WHIR. Danv:11-: WIEI, leges i•nd universities of Ullaa . 
• e as Preside-It Klitabethtown.• WTI( Y Frankfort. ita-i:
' 
may She was also a me -tier of .waiDie Hopeinsvine: milky. mg_
of Sigma Sigma Sigma.
 Ka'ai 1` "" IW/CAY. Glasgow: WK1C Hriard. --
Kappa Pt, national .rt frate-naty
Malvin Deweese, center on the 
!LK and WLAP. al of Lexington;
filurray Thorobred basketball teeol.:' lltALeiariilloW: FPIIr 
and
Wle W WlitAll 
all
. aadisonavi117!,is a senior from Artington. Kv lie eincraa and wimp, hate or mar_
was eradiated ffritri-Si Mary's field: WITM. Majoville: Wage
High school in Paducah_ _Deweese Middleaboree Maras. Murray: WO- log) ifiS) ,
,. a motheinaticohnauor with a high MI. Owensbriro. WKYR. Padueah: 
.scholastic eanding. Re is married welP. Paintaville: WPKE. Pikeville:
atd nes one son. WSFC. -Somerset. WMTC._Vancleve;
Robert Stewart 'Debi Grillui is .IPEit WVLK, Versailles,
Built-ins Suit Modern Living
• 
Suitt-in furniture has become taste. The hardwood plywood it
5-thank of the meet livable new Lava& la they- at* aims
- American homes. Built-ins- are Mr always been prized fo 'ite
liked because they suit the easy, beauty and decorative fitness.
usual manner of living that Hardwood plywood is facec
many people have adopted dur. with wood veneer, which adds (ha
ing the last few years. ottraetiveness of wood grain 1
,Among favorite kinds of built- ring and color to a  home In
furniture • are cabinets, cup- rior. Woods veneers Ire cuTU-
boards. Closets, boobjcithelves, bring out the best-looking grain
desks, radio and -phobraph Silures.
cabinets. tables, beaches, storage Some adVantages of hardwood
walls, counters, bunks, dressing plywood are that it resists warp-
toyaia Magazines,- towels, -phono- a C 4.011 ni uc ion an
tables, bars, bins, and racks for s 
graph reeords and sports equip- mans onat stability. It can
ment. . nailed cline Ur the edge without
Built- ins are popular for their Is lifting. The smooth surface
attractiveness as well as for clean, easily. Occasional wiping
functional suitability. They usual- with a soft` cloth and periodic
lY are made In clean-lined de- waiiihg usually are. all that is
signs that appeal to the modern required.
•
• ae
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52 Will Bring Bigger
and Better Movies
To You
IVORY SOAP
LARGE
2 for - - 27c
MEDIUM
2 for - - - 17e
waif -4 for - - 23c
IVORY
FLAKES0ISNOW
28(.
CAMAY C#71,01A.
Regular, 3 for 25c Beth . . 2 for
LAVA 11
Regular
10e
DUZ OR
OXYDOL
TIDE
29c
DRIFT
SPIC
and
SPAN
29c
25c
lkSettle
- .....0•01••••••1110deree
•
t • *
4It.
f • • • .... • "awl.* a • • • • , • •
• •
ESDAY, FEtiRUNRY 1.2! h 9052
crops. •
Stegner Lad the pilidueleon f sr
1.tls • year was equivaieht to ' $146 73
'worth of food produced 'on eases,
acre. sufficient . milk pi oduced to
i pmvide each patient witn more
nal than a pint a day. and inough _
ma vegetables to provide each patient
on and inmate with more than twee •
"I rounds a day.
!!0-' In addition, on January I, 
her fa
-ms had 2.501 hogs and pigs. 461
ral yinducfng cows. 340 heifer* anci
of 701 beef cattle, and rr.ore than N3,-
000 chickens.
ge. "We feed
tt: ve been made in the gleagtoti
of making the farms garaluee mare
fie wholesome, nourishing foal for
irse our patients," said Stammer. "Great-
ee goals hive been Bet for 1552."
ORY SOAP
LARGE
2 for - remamba
2 for — 1-.7e
4 fiw - 23c
A
Regular
10C
).8c
29c
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TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 12, 1952 THE LEDGER AND TTMER, MURRAY, KENTUCKY'
SPORTS
By United Press
Former Middleweight Champion
Eandj Turpin launches his come-
back try in London tonight against
Alex Buxton of England. The
vsht will be Turpin'e first since
r1! dropped his crown to Sugar
Ray Robinson. e. •
In another bout tontlha Carl
"Bobo" Olson preps for his title
fight with Robinson on aterch tn.
Olson is fighting Woody Harper in
Seeramento.
Yesterday, Robinson returned a
signed contract for the Olsen bout The opening
to Promoter William Kyne in San ter olympics won't come off
Francisco. The fight has been post- schedule unless Norway gets some
poned a number of times, heavy snow in a hurry.
The women's slalom race, sthed-
uled tot te the curtain-raiser on
Thursday—is expected to be post-
poned until Sunday beanies of the
lack of snow on the Norefjell
course.
Dukes hammered out a .89-63 Vic-
tory over previottsle-unbeaten St.
-Bonaventure in , Pittsburgh lest
night to notch their 17th straight.
The Kentucky Wildcats: rated th*
nation's number one team. also
won last night. slaughtering Mis-
sissippi State 110-66. In other top
games, Seton Hall-beat V91aniaea
85-61, West Virginia downed Rich-
mond 87-55, Kane& best Iowa
State 55-50, Iowa beat Michigan
82-59, and Illinois beet Michigan
State 84-62. ,
,
Elsewhere in boxing, Charles Ho-
mes of France is angling fur a
crack at Robinson. The rugged Hu-
mez won an unpopular 10-round
decision from Norman Hayes of
Boston in Paris, France, last night.
Humez—the European welter-
weight champion—previously had
indicated he wanted to fight wel-
terweight champ Kid Gavilan ef
Cuba.
Comniissioner Asa Bushnell of
the Eastern Collegiate Athletic
conference is the new NCAA col-
lege football television director.
Bushnell will direct all -opera-
tions of the 1952 program wider
the policy direction of the TV com-
mittee. He is expected to iteep his
lob as commissioner of the -eastern
conference.
The Iron Dukes of Duquesne are
the Only nailer undefeated college
basketball team in the nation. The
event of the win-
on
The: course was shortened yester-
day he eliminate the icy finish line.
But ifornpetitors still insisted the
course was too risky and the inter-
national ski federation demanded
that the slalom event be post-
poned. A formal announcement is
expected today.
The National Basketball Associa-
tion returns to action tonight with
three games scheduled. Syracuse
is .at New York, Rochester is at
Philadelphia and Fort Wayne is at
Indianapolis.
Last night the pro hoopsters
took a busman's holiday to play
the NBA all-star game. The Faze-,
ern all-stars won, 106-91.
SLUGGISH and SLOW?
IJ eefii id
ithe  
Put WOW plaa-all1L-atictoi:Ilryet air )
5-Stiu'Engine Thne-L's. We cheek and ad-
just your tractor engine at 14 vital points
.give it the get-up-and-go power to do
your work on time.
* * * * * Schedule your
5-STAR lInglee Tune-Up
SERVICE TODAY -
•
See Our Used Tractors
• ,
Before You Buy
Wildcats Smash
Home Court
Record Monday
SI
LEXINGTON Feb. 12 IUP)—
Kentucky's high-ridingr  _Wildcat
smashed a hnme court scoring rec-
ord that was only eight nights old
last flight by ripping good Mis-
sissippi State team, 110 to 65, in
Southeastern Conference basket-
ball.
State' eeop-shooted its way teackh
to only a, 17-15 deficit late in the
first quarter.
The Rupp Wildcats led 27-18
at the quarter, stretched it to 55-35
at intermission, and fired in 32
points to lead 69-41 at the third-
quarter buzzer". Then, early in that
fourth period, Kentucky subs Fe-
gan to race on the floor en anasse.
A glance at the scoring totals and
a long look at the shooting per-
centages tells the story pretty well.
Cliff Hagan, Kentucky's methodi-
cal scoring ace-center hit for 50
-per cent afield, 11 field goals and
eight free throws Frank Ramsey,.
the sparkplug, hit for 29 pollee,
and little Bob Watson, the long-
shot artist, had seven field goals.
Ramsey connected on 12 out of 18
shots, 66.6 per cent.
State, led by the reoheaded'
Vance, looked good even in losing
to the nation's No. 1 Club by 4e
points. .The pissing was
sharp, especially in the first pee-
iod, and the visitors . wound up
with 'a reepeatatirf, Per-Celil Shot
average.
It was,. Kentucky's 21st success
of the season in 23 tries' arid the
15th conference triumph in a row
this campaign.
DOquesne Is
Only Unbeaten
-College Team
C Case with plow, disc and cultivator.
1_M John Deere with plow disc, cultivator and mow-
ing maebine.
1—Ford Ferguson with plow, disc and cultivator.
1--B Allis Chalmers with plow, disc and cultivator.
1--B Farrnall with plow, disc and cultivator.
JONES-DAVIS
Truck & Tractor Co.
BENTON ROAD PHONE B3
Wire Pe) • .4.. • - ••eracia •
By United Press
DUQUESNE'S Iron Dukes. de-
feated St. Bonaventure. 69-83 to-'
night and became the only unde-
feated major college basketbaa
team isethe nation.
Both teams went into the garee
unbeaten, boasting 16 straight vic-
tories. And Duquesne fulfeled its
role as a six
-point tavcrite ir
notching win number 17.
St. Bonnie showed expert ball
control but was unable to hit its
shots in the clutch. Duquesne took
a 14-13 lead with two minutes left
In the .first period and was never
Pleaded.
Duquesne piled on 15 Points to
11 for St. Bonaventure in the see-
ond period • and led 33-74 at the
half. Duquesne built up a big Is
point lead 43-28 i nthe third period
but St. Bonaventure whittled it to
six points as the third period end.
ed.
Basketball Scores
- High School
,Ilopkinaville 64. Lacy_ 54
—Breckinridge County OD, Live,-
more 41
Dawson Springs 76, Ea, lingten
30
COLLEGE
Kentucky State 65, Jackson
(Miss.) 53
Morehead 74, Georgetown 49 S
Kentucky 110, Mississippi State
66.
Most of the hockey teams ge
a Lincoln's Birthday rest tonight.
The lone scheduled game is an
American League clash which
sends St. Louis to CIncinnatli
There was no hockey to tithe
loop last night -
Rookie Sam Jones Is 'Hottest...I
RoOlcieiniViijors Say Me
By United Press
The Cleveland Indians say Sam
Jones is -the hottest twine" in
either league.
Oakland Oaks Manager Mel Ott
agrees, saying Jenes 'aiist can't
miss."
Baseball-wise Puerto Ricans, does fail, right-hander Steve Gro-
aner watching hire perforsie
mek has the first call to fill tIta.
around the Caribbean this winter, vacancy.
If Jones were only a left-handesay the spindly stringbean is the „
greatest player they --ever have er,„ Lopez moans. "All we've got
seen. . _.. •are right-handers — and along
But Sam Jones'willshalfe a strug-
gle fo be a regular with the In- -
mmee. Janes."
diens this year despite this aria During the winter month', many
claim. The reason—he's a pitcher. clubse made overtures to the In-
Worse yet, he's a rigbi-handed cleans for Jones' service. Veeek
Of the St. Louis ttroWns !Aid thepitcher. ;
• To most baseball managers, that ambling Negro would snake a
would sound wonderful_a 25- wonderful one-two punch nfter
year-old veteran of triple-A corn- ace. Ned Garver.
petition, draft-exempt, with a But the Indians wanted either
Waxing fast bail and re pi/ Om/ n b. Strengths,
curve. But to Cleveland Manager and Veeck wasn't willing to meet
Hank Greenberg, it doesn t mean their terms.
a thinir—he already .has enough! Greenberg and Lopez sometimes
pitchers. I sit around, bemoaning their plight.
Ara they're all right-handers.., thst wonderful pitchieg tat-
"`'''e need like a deg needs ant," they say. "ard it's. going to
two tails,'4 Greenberg say:.. "But' wasnee
he' wonderful insuiance.'
The Indians • last year had the
Three of the four -regulars—Bob,
best pitching in either 
league.Dayton Coach
Feller, Mike Garcia ani Early,
The fourth is Bob Lemon, who.tlears Up.Wynn—won 20 or more g-amer.
finished With 16 wins, The. preced-
ing
least 20. so the tribe -figures -ne
three seasons Lemon won at jaittiek,
will better the 1951 receici this
And ehen there's Jones. 1 1BAY'TON. Ohio. Wish -11 ftrnl - -
year. se.
Hie nickname is either "Red" or The coach of the big, highly
"Sad Sam." He's six, feet, four (sr sslul Dayton University basket-
inches tall, and weights a little bell teem wants to - make a few
More than 200 pounds. - things el'ear .he wasn't wise-crack-
- Jones' joined the Indianr system tog about Western State's :sem at
two year} ago, fresh from playing Bowline Green, Kentucky, last weee
with the Cleveland Negro Huck- after: all.
eyes. Ii his first seareen, he pley,ed
A newipaper reporter had quo-
ted the coach, Torn Blackburn, as
aiying that no teem, except the
borne team. hati.a chance to win a
Blackburn's Flyers. play Bowl-
ing Green U. in the gym in Ohm,
tonight and fans will get a chance
to see how good his complain;
really ia , it the gym Is a hard)
thing in which he was lackinge.- one. for visiting teams.
control. He saye it. was all thel Univcreity of ' Louisville fans,
work he did—hurled the seeming- ,:though, have their. doubts about
ly incredible total of 436 inningCDayton having very much trouble
in 1951. e• lor: any floor, The Da.yrton- Flyers
1 - But the Indians still-don't-know 10-4--ked very sharp at Liiiilsvillewhat they're going to . da wilh.Arst week in beating the Louisvillehim. Greenberg calls the toothpicasiCardinals. 72 to 71, in a thriller.- ., ...'Six entries are slated to VG to the
with the' Tribe's Wilkes-Barre. Pa.,
farm in the Eastern League. "
He proceeded to set the league
on its ear. That was good enough
for a jump from Class A ball to garde in the Bowling Green gym
Coast League. 
nererm.
"T miess the reporter just rni‘_the triple-A competion of the
urderstnod me." Blackburn says.
- -San- Diego:- here's what -he Bowl-
did: The best earned run average 
'''Why. T seas' talking about 
of the loop with a 2.74. He led the 
the Green Univereity of Ohio."
league in 'strikeouts with .246, aver- 
He 'ova his team his never
aging about eight a
pitched the most innings, 267. He Kentucky gym-
'Wee- He and he.: never been in the Western
elayed against Western Kentucky.
won Only 16. but the Padrss were 
•
a second division 'club Would like very much-to play
The Indians brought him op late Western." he 'save. and-Nadds,
in the season. The last name -)n have the greatest reaped for its
tlae Tribes schedule LiSt „year— • end its team. I never' have'
against the Tigers--Jones hurler( heard a word against Ite 'playing
Creditably. He Inst. out cnlY floor."
cause of a pair of walks in one, "T mires have to apolorizp •6
Inning, plus some sloppy fielding. conch FA Diddle." he says. "1 hope
After the" season, Jones welt tc I haven't caused him any ember-
the Puerto Rican League. jt wasIrParment.' 
the same old story--most strike•
oets, most innings pitched, beet
earned run average—all the thing.,
managers look for.
Best of all. Jones found the one
poM in the mile and three-six- • NEW HONOR-Mt-CAPTAIN CARISENteenths Abraham Lincoln Purse
at Hialeah today.
The race-a‘prep for Saturclaa-44
handicap-will be run aver the OP;A° •
15 thousand dollar Miami Beaei.
turf course. The entry list is hen '-
ed by Mrs. H. L. Strauss' "Pilas-
ter." "Tio Ciro" is rated Well tip
among the favorites, along with
"Ituurparable.7.- _
•
SUE AND CHARLIE
ebtuarv 15
We invite you to come out and enjoy our Fresh Fish,
Hushpuppies, Steaks-and other 
Well Prepared 1Proods
LOcatecton*U. S. 6-6
On Kentucky Lake
-
A
lirrt—THAT ( • , -
DOWN TO THE SI \ •
S IPS
• 4623 ,Ct'3
HEROIC SKIPPER of the Flying Enterprise,,Capt. Henrik Kurt Cerlsen,
of Woodbridge, salutes the fishermen"! monument-in Gloucester,
Mass. He had just placed eV/Teeth at the base a the statue in memory
of the city's 11,000 men lost at sea, lAger, the mayor of Gloucester
_rageatilliaraidgenirle Platilileell mg,  scrolL 
(IntenrationalLi
i
,
ports Main
-e-t-F‘-or
chewing rookie -"the- hottest, pros- RIValn;
•
peat in either league."
alie can't anise," the sGeneral •
manager claims. LOUISVILLE, Ky., Competition
Managee Al Lopez has no plans replace the old fashion competition
of altering his pitching rotation.
aolfonsgporacts
adaeccmoircdinlginesto 
'awilalrounpevearr
Even-if one of the regular starters leading Kentucky educators who
took part last night in a Special
radio sports forum.
"Keen competition. along Oa-
dernic lines is desirable but hardly
attainable," said Dr. W. P., 0136n-
nett -President of Eastern Kenten-
ky State College. "there is no sub-
stitute for man's mate desire to
excel in strength, physical skill and
teamwork, eithei in person or by
President Paul-Garrett-of West-
ern 'Kentucky State College was
definitely' skeptical. "It is a diffi-
cult shatter, he said, to neure
CHIOZUSII at Western to hear 'an
oratorical or debating contest. I
am by no Means sure that scholars
are interested In intercalegiate
competition."
Dr. ,Raiph H. Woods, Preeident
of Murray—State College agreei.
-We have .difficiilty in seeing how
any workable' plan could be devel-
oped aalong academic lines that
would provide the Outlet and na-
tural rivalry now provided by
sperts.s
Striking a blow fof increased
acadcinic competition, Dr. Philin
Davidson. President of the Uni-
versity of Louisville. said, "1
should very much like to ree
tereollegiate debating increased."
Said Dr. Charles R. Spain, Presi-
dent of Morehead State College "I
favorzecensore inter-
areas."
Vegoreusly championing the un-
publicized, but Important areas of
academic competition. President
Herman L. Donovan of the Univar-
sity of Kentucky said, "There is a
great deal more competition along
academic lines in colleges and uni-
__
•
versifies than the public appears
to realize. However, there should
be more. Our handicap in promot-
ing academic wmpetition is that
neither the press nor the radio aps,
parently as ariV interest in puo-
licizing these academic evente."
Moderator of the forum was
'former Ga4rnor. of Kentucky
Keen Johnson, Vice President of
Reynolds Metals Company. hi sum-
ming up he said "Rivalry pas al-
ways, been a prominent feature of
college life. As lone as we have
intense& . leadership in, our col-
leges and universities we will
continue to have • fine senoolS in
Kentucky with a proper balanee
between scholarships and athletics.
Conservation
Reports Must Be
Filed By Farmer
aS
Framers participating in the 1951
Kentucky Agricultuarl Conservation
Program are required to file re-
ortps on censervation practices
adopted on their farms last year by,
February 15 in order to qualify for
ACP payments-, R. CY Wiliort -cleiir-
man of the Production and Market-
ing Administration state committee
said here today.
A repast on the use of materials,
such as lime, phosphate, and cover
crop seeds, supplied through the
ACP alto is required whether a
payment is due the farmer or not,
Wilson said.
Three-fourtns or Kentucky far-
mer* a total of 166.320. wiee en-
rolled in the 1951 ACP which clo-
sed on December 31.
Receipts for materials used are
required as a part of the' reporw
on the kind and quantity of cone
servation practices adopted.
The annual campaign to enroll
In the program for .1952 at the time
they make the reports.
Fermere joining in the 1CP this;
eisare required to desiggete in
..dvanc conleiwation war they
Oen to do ore their far-es AC',
Assistance will be vaailable only on
designated practices, and if a
change is made later in the yeer.
the 'new practice for whicn. ACP
aid is requested must be approved
by the PMA comittee before it
is carried out
,..•••1•••••
8811111111:111111a 
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MAYFIELD CLOTHIER4
GET NEW MANACIER
MAYFTELD, Feb. 12 (UP)—Ill 
Mziy_freld Clothiers in ..the ICittor •
League have signed a new man-
ager for the 1952 season. He's
Feancis (Red) Barrett, a former
major league pitcher.
Barrett. who lives in Frostburg,.
Florida' has pitched for the Boston
Red Sox in the American League,
and the St. Lemis _Cards, Boston
Braves and Pittsburgh Pirates in
the National League. May-field is a
Pirate farm clUb.
Last season Barrett managed the
Purlingtes team in the Class 13
Carolina League.
4.4 • 
SHERIFF'S MEMORY
GOES WAY BACK
ANNISTON, Ala. (UP)_--A ghee-
ift remembered -the days of Ws
youth. so Russell Ccbb went back
to jail
eeWhen Cobb showed up to pay a
fine at Anniston, sheriff A. A.
Pate recognized rum as ^ tie of tne
R aymates when he v a child in
Calhoun County. )
Pate also- renteasberee receiving
a' "wanted poster" on Cobh Cobb
was returned to prison to finish
out a sentence from welch he was
paroled several years before.
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TOAST DE-LUXE
Her' A Real BreAfast Treat
;HONEY-KRUST ,
NEW SANDWICH BREAD -
Is At Ifs Best As Toast!
"Marlbank Farms-
ORA ND NAME
— This rich energy bread toasted starts the day right for
Mother, Dad and the Children. They'll like the
licious-FlavoroSid the Qvea; Freihness.lhat pure- kcebeir •
gives this bread.
 
Ampon*.•••••=m01110111•••
GUARANTEED TO PLEASE YOU OR
UNUSED -PCSRTION FOR REFUND
HONIElt7KRUST
--SAAERVICWBREAD-------
"FINET BREAD- MADE"
•
•
•••
Win Her Heart
With
LENTINE'S
From
-DB THOMAS ; THE—NASHVILtE, CHATTANOOGA & ST. LOWS 
Gone will be such populer alias-
es as the "French chinchilla" or
-Electric Beaveglen rabbit liar:
The new law is a result of a
congressional investigation last
spring showing that some furrier'e
were skinning customers—as well
as animals—with glamorous names
to describe common furs. Rabbit
furs—/or instance—were being
turned out under 30 different
names.
The FTC will permit only one
By Culled Press'
Given the right artist, a eminati's
bob, pin cae become part of
work of art.
The right artist in this ci‘st. is a
New Yorker named Mert Ueinkoft.
a magasme publisher h:se oue-
man show will open this week at
a Manhattan art gallery.
Glangati uses stones, and isonos,
and bits orsea shells, as well as
bobby pins, for his creations.
At first, the artist used these
odds and ends to make lust the
heath; of figures. Thep he Munchen
out Ao complete figures. plus totem
poles, collages, and imaginative
paintings in crab shells.
fictitious animal to creep into the
fur industry's vocabulary. Lamb
may be described as "mouton"
lamb. Only three types of mink
are listed: plain, Chine and Japa-
nese.
IyARNIBmiE 'SWEETHEART IS MOTHER
THE SCENE ABOVE illustrates what has happened during the paid four
decades in Use ValenBne Ilne--mothers getting more Valentines than
sweethearts, according to Jeanette Lee of Hallmark. Mors than 30
per cent al today's Valentines are designed for mothers, fathers and
other relatives. Only about 10 per cent are designed for sweethearts,
compared to 50 per cent 40 years ago. tlaternatiossei)
•
MEN
•
A
•-
sign of the times- tit the
Between 1941 and 1951 •
two million new manufacturing jobs were
created in Sin industrial South
-
There's booming industrial activity in the bustling New South
—two million new jobs created—more than 16,000 new
plants and factories added—in one brilliant decade.
Latest figures show that an average of seven new industrial
plants opened their doors for business in the South
on every working day during the past ten years.
That mans tremendous payrolls and a greatly enhanced
purchasing power for the South—Southern pockets jingle
today with ten billion dollars more ready cash than
in 1940. Dynamic industrial progretts and a constantly rising
per capita income are signs of the times in tke New South—
sure indications that today's Southland is a land of
golden opportunity and limitless promise.
Say 'I Love You'
On Valentine's Day
with 'a beautiful HYACINTH or
AFRICAN VIOLET from
SHIRLEY FLORIST
SOO North Fourth
•
Phone yul..
FIY-Wnths • • ,• .75
, African Vioicts 
Azaleas (really beautifulplants with large
red blooms) 
 
$2.00 and up
ew South t
Riding the Crest with the Neu, South—
the .!Pay
NC&St.L, snatching the slynaislifiwit-lhsokalgisie ler 11*4-i
sptnt since 1940 over $52,000.000 on itsdleity. and equipment
improvements. Like the self-reliant Southerners whop it has asessit
sihre 184E. NCIall, partite own way—every the warr-
wii.nuut government help or special bc.n-ents of any-kind.
_AdIMV
SL10111S JAMUL_
ent _
45 N. 4tb St. Phone
I
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Mitchell Home Is Birthday Party Is
field Saturday FirSerene 01 social By
VOW Ci..1$ MendaY
*sit home Of Mrs EnUlin 311101411
on 'Broad Street was the scene nt
thiaocial held by the Youiet Busi-
ness Women. Class of the Vint
Baptist Church Monday evenieg at
seven-thirty o'clock.
Mn. T. B. Culpepper was in
charge of the meeting and led the
. group in Playing games end' con-
tests m the valmitine theme. Mrs
Culpepper is third viesop:esident
of the class.
The devotion from the th rteentli
chapter of First Corinthians was
given bs Mrs, Howell Thurman,
secretary of the class. Mrs. Ray
Brownfield led the group tn
Prayer.
The president. -Mrs. 3. B. Bur--
keen, presided- at the—meet:mg.
'Refreshments Consisting' of cake
and punch were served tea style
-from the dining room table which
was overlaid with a lace cloth.
Surrounding the punch bov-I were
while snapdragons, greenery 'and
valentine hearts Valentine napkins
were used.
Hostesses for the eveni•ig were
Mrs. Mitchell. Mrs. W. L. Polly
and Mrs. Glindel Reaves.
Those present were Mesdames
A. G Outland. teacher, Ray
Brownfield, Joe B. Cartee', T. B.
Culpepper. Wilton OM_ flarry
Irempaher. Alvis 7.. Jones, Allen
McCoy. Philip Mitchell. W. L. Pol-
ly. Glittdel Reaves, J._ B. Burkeen.
W Selem.on, Howell Thurman.
Joe 11. la Suns, Velma Wiseharl.
Sue, Wells. and Robert King. and
MIA Myrtleen Cooper. Inemhees.
Mrs Martha Tree ems a guest
for the • evening
• • •
Kirksey High PTA
To Meet Wednesday
To Make Plans -
The Kirksey High School Parent
Teacher Association will had its
regular monthly meetirig Weclne.-
digs February 13. atione o'cieck an
the afternoon in the hula sehR•-' •
liorary. -
Final stens will be made for the
ennual community sipper to be-
held Friday. February 22.
All members are urged to at-
tend.
•
• • •
Volentin e
A party for Miss Emma Ruth
yak/nate, given by her parents.
Mr. and Mrs. Van D. Valentine, a.
their home on 504 Elm Street to
celebrate her fifth birthday, was
erooyed by a number of little girl
m-friends on Saturday aftnnon.
Ladies present were Mrs- Olin
Moore. Mrs James 8. Curd, Mrs.
Faul Lyles Mrs J. B. Bell. Mrs.
isGl• Doran, 141b. Ghndel Reaves
Mrs. Emma Valentine. Mrs. Charlie
Robertson and the hostess.
Organ music was presented fir
those arriving early by Van Valen-
tine. The youngsters were enter-
tamed by Mrs. Chen Doran, vocal,
end Mrs. Gluidel Reaves, marimba,
s•ith a group of Children's tunes.
Refreshments were served by
Mrs. Charlie Robertson, Mrs. Olin
Moore, Mrs. James B. Curd- and
Mrs. Van Valentine.
The honoree received a, lot of
nice and useful gifts. The follow-
ing little girls received invitations
to the party: Carolyn Kay Beeves,
'Mary Ann Crawford. Patricia Donn
Glenda Faith Doran. Norma Jean
Curd. Rogina Blackwood. Charlotte
Bell. Sharon Lee Cathey, Mary
11.th Robertson, Paula Lyles, Anu
Griffin. 'Becky Moore and Susan
Marks.
• V •
Miss Julie Hawkins
ttored At Party
On 16th Birthday
'Miss Julie Hawkins ,was pliasan-
lie - surprised Saturday night cy
gronjp-of Murray Training School
students and friends.
The occasion was Miss Hawkins'
sixteenth birthday. Pat Redden pre-
sented her gifts from the group.
After a fOW games were played
the bonoreef_s_ mother. Mrs. Harry
R Hawkins, served pink frostei
birthday cake. ice cream and cool
drinks.
•.• . a
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Silhouette For Sprint 19 otnes ut As Robbit Furs 'Wave Pobby Pins Used By
One Of Easiest To Wear In Massy.,‘Year Been l, underSo Artist In Making
Guests attending were JO Horton.,
Nellie Mciubray, Tommy Hale, Pat
Redden. Ital - Shipley. Jean Ezell,
Peggy Bynum. Jean Illoubrai, Pete
Waldrop. Terry Tracy. Mason Bill-
' unttom June Barnett, Walter Jones.
:Alex. Barrett. Bobby Harrell. Kent
Harp. Jimmie Hubbs. Peggy Walla
and Harry Hawkins, Jr.
'Unable to -aftend but sending
gifts were June Butterworth. Slur-
ky. Parker. Alta Fay Andrus and
Georgia Hale.
• • •
For Your
VALENTINE
ISLEER-SHEER 46„ HOSIERY
makes your
You saw them pictured in Harper's
•
Bazaar, now they're yours at a --
budget-wise price. Such heavenry-1
, colors created especially to compkik-
meat your Spring and Summer
costumes. Come in and choose your
Claussner Hosiery from our out-
standing collection.
$1.35 $1.65 $1.95
LErvoNv
legs
•
•••••••-•4••
•
•
22y United !reap
-,Some of the designers call it
.the "parer doll" look. 0th. n label
it the "hourglass" sithousettr.. One
designer says its rernini.••:cent cit
the Lily Langtry era. Another
gives ft the complicated descrip-
tion a_ -civilized elegance
eta whatever It's called, the
silhouette for spring 1952 comes
Out one of the easiest to wear in
many years,. be;ausee-except for
the full sliiirt—tt follows uaturzi,
figure lines.
Seine of the full skirts are held
out by yards arid yards of petti-
coating. Others are pleated like an
accordion. Waistlines are -nipped
in"_-the fashion term tot
Bu.stlines are rounded, shoulders
are natural, and the hemlines arc
about where they were a year ago.
There's so little chanee exceet
In a softer look, that Paris design-
er Christian Dior was led to re-
mark—"this is the year i woman
can look good in what she wore
last year."
Navy Taffeta
Designers Molly eisParnis. Lilly
Dache and Pauline Trigere are
just a few of the many etio filth
the hourglass title for tbe spnng
salhoueUe. Typical of their designs
is a navy taffets which fits sleek
as your skin at the waistline—and
then fans out in pleating, full as a
ballerina's skirt, from the hipline
on down.
Petticoats blossom frogs Wider
hundreds of daytime and short
evening dreams for the younger
woman. But there seems to be less
of the isird--hit-in crinoline and
more of the pliable nets and voiles.
Although full skirts outrumber
slim ones two to one, the woman
who wants a straight or ever-so-
slightly-flared skirt still can find
inc. When the suit skirt is flared,
or pleated, it usually has a jacket
fitting snugly' to the waistline—
and stopping right there. The
longer jackets go with the slim
skirts.
One designer. Traina-Norell.
even bones the snug-fitting jacket
of one of her greyetwo-piece suits
 
 Bolero. and Steles
Held over from last year are
boleros and stoles—seen in every
type of costume_ Designer Jo Cope-
land combines a bright blue silk
-blouse' with a gray bolero suit.
Many of the boleros and stoles prices.
Social Cakrulai
turn spring and summer drosses
into convertibles. Worn with buten)
or stole, the costume is good for
office or shopping. With Mr bolero
or stole reMnvsid, the entfit be-
comes a bare-shouldered costume
for cocktails or dancing. -
Most designers are wily enough
na give a woman e
look--even if nature says."' she-s
nearer 30 than the perfect e5
through the. middescleon.
There's lots of 'bidden dreg-
making — Linings, .,inter-Linings,
bonings and under-boaicese-to help
with the deception. In addition.
some designers :band costumes with
a wide silk sash, a velvet cerse-
let, a cummerbund, a wide leather
belt, or even wrap "boldest foids'
of material around the middle.
Combinative.;
You'll see more and more dress
and jacket combinations being
stressed as the spring uniform tor
daytime wear—instead of the suit.
Most designers feature sheer weal
and textured silk together. small.
cardigan•like jackets, rounded bol-
eros, or the old-favorite, the redin-
gote, tep sern-cut dresses
The duster also remains In fash-
ion-eand in some cases not only is
worn over the sleevelessi dress--
but is without sleeves also. Many
of the spring coats are in the
sheerer fabrics-.even chiffon, silk
organdy or organza.
Beige threatens to replace grey
as the favorite spring coin.. 'Beige
is combined with wnite with navy
blue, and with pastels in every-
thing from hats to shoes: liven
white is suggested for dayti •
spring and summer wear—in suits
of flannels, raw silk and linen.
No Increase In Cost
Fabrics run the gamut from
rough tweed to filmy chiffon--
with designer Hansen bang Intro-
ducing what he calls crew-ctit
wood—or clipped fleeee. A woman
also will be able to choose from
pin-striped wool, ribbed taffeta,
worsted tweed, ails alpaca, 'chif-
fon flannel, plain or printed shain
tune. mohair, curled wool faille,
and silk eurah—just to mention a
few.
As for price, the forecast is en-
enuragine. - The New York dreen
Institute representing the cream ef
the New York designers, reports
no increase in spring clothing
Club will meet with Mrs. Claud
 Miller at ten
-thirty 0 'CO /CIL
•• • •
,....i......j 'The North Murray Homemaker;
Tuesday. February 12
Mrs R I. Kelly will be holies
East Side Homemakers Club at
der home at ten-thirty o'clock.
Ths --Pottextowri Homassalsess
Club will meet with Delia Outland
at inc o'clock,
- - • • .
• The !Owning circle of the Wo-
man's Missionary Society of the
lnt Baptist Church will meet as
Await Graves with Mrs. Fred
Clinks at one-thirty o'cloek. This
Will be a special work meeting.
Mary Thomas with Mrs Ronald
Churchill at two-thirty o'clock.
Fannie McElrath with Mrs.
'ease Roberts at two-thirty o'clock.
Cia Sledd with Mrs_ Hillard
Rogers at two-thirty o'clock.
• • •
The Jessie Ludwick Circle of the
Wnrrian's Association of the College
Presbyterian Church will meet
with Mrs. Charlie Crawfnrd at
two thirty o'clolt I F. i SA.1
- • • • .
Murray Star chapter No, 133
Order of the Eastern Star will hold
its regular meeting at 'he Masonic
Hall at seven-fifteen O'clock.--
• • •
The Delta Mu chapter of the Tau
Flii Lambda Sorority of the Wood-
men Circle will have a coke party
at seven o'clock at the home of
here W. Z. Carter. All h?mbers
are urged to attend as there wilt
a practice for inspection.
• • •
• Wednesday, Febresarr 13
The Arts & Crafts Club wi:1
meet with Missis•Cappie Peale 35,
len will give the' program.
• • •
Founders' Day will be ebterved
by Murray High *PTA at the high
school at two-thirty orclocie The
Murray Training—PTA . will be
guests of the high school. PTA fur
this event.
••
The Mew Concord Homemakers!
Club will meet with Mrs. Robert
Ferris at ten o'clock.
• Otto Renvissete*M- be
to the West Hazel Homemade,
Club at her home at ten ?Yank.
Thirty Names Tiny Stone Figure
By United Press
' The government has taken some
of the glamour out of the fur in-
rlustry.
But its all for the good of
 the
woman who wants to know what
fur she's buying when its cane!.
"French Chinchilla,'
The federal trade comhiission. in
line with a new law, has drawn
up a list of names which may be
used to describe fiirs alter August
• • •
Mrs. Henry Hargis will be hos-
tess to the South Mutray Home-
makers Club at her home it loaf
o'clock.
Saturday. February 111
The Wnman's Association of the
College Presbyterian Church will
have a bake sale at Scott Drug
Store beginning at eight o'clock
in the morning
The Kirksey High PTA will rne
at one o'clock in the school Ito-
rary. _
• • •
Tbereday. Februarejl 
Abwo PTA will ingszt-Mc the 
school at seven iieeeek.
4an Waders will 'be the - guest
speaker. Refreshments w
• • •
The- Adanneery- Home-
makers Clubs will meet-- at ten
I o clock in the Extension Service
office.
• • • 
•
I nt--r-61011sr tfterting_of_lhe Wood-.men Circle will be held at the
Woman's Club house at seven,
thirty .iclock..
• a •
Febisary 15..
• • •
• • •
PER,SONALS
Mr and Mrs. James W ninon
of Lounville are the parents of a
girl nal% ed Kathy Jo airs. Edam
is the former Martha pabatiop,,
daughter of Mr. and Ideir
Robertson of Murray.
• • •
Mr. and Mrs James Williams of
Greenville. Min.. are the parents
of a son born thia mernIng at
Greenville Mrs. Williams is the
former Jean Spann. daughter of
Mr. and Mn, Cross Spann. Jr. ol
Murray.
• •
Mr. and Mrs. J. ee "Buddy"
Ryan and children are spending Use'
venter in Sarasoto. Fla. They plan
to return to Murray about April I.
• • •
s.
Mr and Mrs Glindel Reaves will
attend. the Tennessee Youth Farm
and Hume Club meeting in Dres-
den. Tenn, tonight Mrs. Reavea
will play the marimba
I 
I The nuNseris 4,0aper 1P3t_s Wad!
I
bite' an all uay Meeting begining
at ten o'clock at.ethe church. Mere- I
gallinfall..1/11111111111MINIWINIMIVAIMIlialliVixa P181.we now r-bank._ ''' da•14-' 4
1 •
• i .
me and the department look awful Muggsy caught her lower lip be- lieutenant in charge, led the .
%mart, and maybe ybu'll Just make tween her teet h, ooncentrated, back to his Once,
in= for me•wIth you behind the finally shook her head. "That's all (To Be continued)
 Veer r is n t by ems'. arum Veliallieted. by Inns Feature. eradicate. -
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""-{ 1 PACIIiIIVE-
_
11 v - bAugustan Age of English -literature... Qbeen Elizabellt Her mother, He?"
1.4 Queen Reiltient lias Usual" • .•
men of the Stuarts to the Paella- I mother no longer has that thin
1
LASIIIFIED ', ADS 11°43"Pilvt 7.41rard.d:ThWer: easia":advasece for each insertion.
NOTICE
unIc Mrs' and 'scrap
..4.-61i,.;•-•ray Scrap Iron Com-
East of Railroad oi Main
Phine 1078-M M4p
FOR SAl. E
: Chevrolet Club
upe. Good Condition. Will gel
onable Call 11111-54. Fl4p
- - -
SALE: Pair of ,good worn
Wes. 11 years old. See Robert
owns, Murray noute 2 or
one 049-R-4 fllp
-
SALE: Dining room suite,
ng room suite. bedroopt suiteif
away bed. refrigerators, gm
yea, lamps, porch furniture.
ephone 184-R. Kra. fit
as. fl3c
- --
SALE: Teo nice /springing
ey heifers. Some ready to
shen. Garth. Lassiter, New
newel. Fl3p
FOR RENT
T- Space in basement
and Main. For business or
Rte. Phone 385. F 13c
Art In. f
YOUR
FUTURR
*FY THEM NOW...
CHAF'TER THIRTEEN
THERE was • mat Lap on the
r, the uniformed patrolman
e in. depesited two containers Liddell WNW -
the desk, handed one to litugg• Heriehy' gat up fry* behind the
ay. "The one on use gogs is Mack," desk. "Al) tient As long as we
be told Liddell. - all understand each other, let's get
The inspector waited until the the shelf on the road.-
door bad closed behind the cop, He led Liddell and the girl down
reached over, took one of the con- a long corridor, lined with frosted
tamers, gouged the top out of It. glass doors, turned at a sharp
"Besides, Pm curious to get a look right angle, brought up at door
at this famous package. The one la beled "Identification Section."
that nobody but you seems to have Herlehy opened -the door, led tne
seen." way in.
"You'll get a look at it. As soon The room was huge, lined on
as I lay my hands on the mob that three Wiles with mammoth tiling
attacked it," Liddell promised. cabinets. In the center of the room.
"And the only way I'm going to be upder large overhead lights. were
able to do that is It you string two long library-type tables. A
along oh this identification." man wearing a lieutenant's badge
Herlehy nodded, swirled the cot- pinned to his blue serge suit eat at
fee around the 'aside of the con- • small oak desk near the door.
tamer. "Suppose by some freak riffling through • stack of tiling
thence Mugger dots mane one of cards. He looked up. smiled at
these guns in Identification section Herlehy.
tiaturally. you're going to turn him "Hi. Inspector, you don't get
ever to us to handle?" back here very often these days."
"Naturally," Liddell lied blandly. He looked from Herlehy to Liddell
Heriehy grinned, took a sip of and the girl, neck to Herlehy. "Go-
ths coffee, then stirred it with a trig to do some fishing?"
Inger. "Come clean. What are "Yeah, Martin. This is Ronnie
jou really going to do if you catch Kiely of the Advance and Johnny
up with these guys?" Landell. a private eye. Miss Kiely
Liddell shrugged. "Just have • thinks she can identify one of your
little tail( with them." boarders. Lieutenant Martin is In
"Suppose they don't talk?" . charge down here, Maggsy," he
,Liddeli picked up his container added.
eireotlee. cupped his hands around "You think your rrian has gone
It. smiled frostily. "Want to bet?" thrnegh our fishbowl, eh, Miss
Herlehy sighe d, shrugged. "1 Klety ?" the lieutenant asked. "If
don't suppose it would be any use he has, we'll end him for you." He
to try to convince you it'd bee lot drew a large manila pad in front
mnrter to let es handle him 7" •f him. "Suppose you tell me some-
"Maybe you don't knew the rigfit hint about him. That may make
rations," eountered, it easier."
'"Or the right way to ask them?" Muggsy looked to Liddell to r
Liddell shrugged. "Could be." help. "Where do I start'?"
Herieny turned to the girl: "You "Well, 1 got a few fleeting im-
lly think you'd recognize this prelusion, of him that might help,"
y If you saw him again, Alugg- Liddell volunteered. "He's a gun-
man. I think he probably puts his
Sire nodded. "I'd know the lead, gun up for nine He must be about
r all right. tie was the one that my height. • right hander." He felt
ugged Johnny. I'll know him if 1 the tender spot on his head.
The lieutenant took some notes.see him again."
Herlehy tapped on the edge of "That's all you saw of him?"
S desk with stubby fingers, final- "I didn t have much of a chance.
nodded. -Okay, let's go down to He was behind me most of the
dentincation and see how good time. Miss Kiely got • better! Met
at memory of yours really is." .at him." -
e swung back to Liddell. "But "How about It, Miss Kielyr tbs
-Intr•Wfttr-me"tiffnerietantres ttentensott milted pat!
her, LitItlell I'm going to play "Like Johnny says, he wastaboat
11 with you this one. But that his height. A lot lighter, though.
n't mean I'm giving you a I-1 think his hair was black. He
unting license. If you get to this talked like some kind of foreigner.
y before we do, I want to hear The lieutenant nodded, made
ut it While he's still altwe'" Some notes. "How about any pe-
Liddell nodded. "It's • deal, in- culituittes In the way he walked or
talked? Any deformitice, marksspect or.
Herlehy drained his container, of any kind?" he asked.
crushed it into ••ball, tossed it at Muggsy started to shake her
the waste basket. "M aybe I'm had. stopped. "Do you mean skin
sticking my neck out, hut I've got blemishes? Things like that?"
• funny feeling that there's • lot "Anything at all. The way he
more to this one than appears on parted his hair, whether he wore
the surface. 'This isn't .3ust the glasses or jewelry, Acne. Birth-
murder ot a floater. And maybe a marks. Anything." __
guy like you with a personal stake "I don't know abort hair.
-and- net--wen--need- assing-o
y regulations, can make some some kind of a mark under his
senee out of It.- rtght ear. Bert of Inge lar ge
"I intend to," Liddell grunted. frieckle."
"Okay. Maybe you will and may. "Nothing else?" the Identifies-
be you wotnt. Maybe you'll make non man asked.
,SCENES FROM INDO-CtlitlA WAR
Mary 11's reign marked tie trent ki.i..een corort became the queen Reiatints Slaulahtql
. 
. 
. 
'ition from- the personal govern- I d ,wager. Tlechnically the. queer'', ' 
• ,
Meant Good Luck For England mentary rule of the Haneveriana. 'since the king, her son, died. ShdMray I was noted principilly to. will probably continue to be call-
ordering the byning of some 300 i eci the queen mother affeetionately
By United Press 
- 
1717/, and Victoria (1837-1901). protestants, an act which caned but she is officially a queen do-
A queen" -regnant has iisijally 1- The reign of the first Elizabeth -1.1or her the sobriquet, "Bloody ! wager.
Meant good fortune for England irWas A remarkable period in Eng- •Mary." This is the first time in England'r
during the last 886 years. lish history, Mein. declared. Thera 
i 
• The new Queen Elizabeth, in a- 'v -as comparatively little domestic 1 
,history, Meine stated, that thcre
One queen brought bait' '1i 
,trouble, no major foreign ware• 
I
are three' living queens-the queen
;religious persecutionshad 
contrast with her famous name-
sake who had practically unlimited regnant (Queed Elizabeth), the.land's most active period of COICP,-
, 1 the ituntry to the peak of rustle-
. trIal and financial power. A third and eenunkree was eetepeed, Ell.  highly.
queen extended England's inttuerics 
,an
rightfully credited with,
heights. social conditions' improved privileges consisting merely -ed the
parliament and in the case-cif corn- .
technical, rinTaecirsiv.dowaeger. (Queen Elise-,
beQuethe,nwimado7y.ofinthoth% rlatbef kithnite) ulant:literature rose to unsurpassed. power, will exercise constitutional
.on the European continent , SW ;lifting rigland • int° first . rank Plete deadlock between political : Alt-of - Frigtanirs ref-suing- qtreeng I -!secured the nation's position in among the nations of the worhk
' '1 
parties, of governing in fact. Meine except the first Elizabeth were
America against the French. 11teirie said. 
This was pointed out today ity 1 The enmfre reached its peak for 
, elyetiludnliekveelry btenatextehrecseisedprwiviltlehoguest 1v3ilietoMarirayatII 2a1t 7.15h; eAnpriseeseilett Qu18 arid
explained. It is however extreme- married. Mary I wed at the age ef
1 Franklin 3. Meine. noted .-aigtOciiia. BP time during the reign .if Vic- resulting in revolution, he added. 'Elizabeth was married at 21
ruled by five women-six if Yelejledge of foreign politics and tinseif- .
;count the 10.day reign ofjban3Y '1,1shness were all characteristics or,15•:'inti, 
is coincidental that the pro-
, Jane Grey, since the Normnf con- t Victoria who was probably 
Queen Elizabeth is exactly
c,uest. England's reigning, queens ;most revesed of. all.Engliiii, rulers, 
'the same ace as the •:irst EI:zabeth
was when she ascended the ,hrotu-.
have been Mary Tudor, knawn ail i The chief, events during the The youngest princess ',i) become
"Bloody Mary" 11553.581 ; Elizabeth . reign of Queen Anne were this queen was Victoria who was 18(1558-1803),, MarY, co
-ruler w it
 h union of the Parliaments Of Eng- when she was proclaimed ruler. The
William 088947021: An". first land and Scotland, the war if first Mary was 37; Anne was 37
---; i ruler of England and Scotland (1702- and the second Mary was 17 when
-,* 'the Spanish succersion and cenzo- 
.they became queens.
` - -- -- lidation (1 England's power in '
,
North ..A merica against -French 'n- - With the death of King Gtoriiv.
fluence. Her reign was notable also the titles of three women mem•
. . 
' for litcrary and scientific achie2'bers of  the royel family changed.
o • vemerft and has been called tho The Princess Elizabeth becamesupplies .Logs - - _ 
tHisi PI10701, taken by a British newsreel company, show French
troops In their -bloody campaign against Communist supported Viet
Minh rebels In Indo-China, Top: Smoke of battle rises as supply
parachdte settles to earth, but a native and hia oxen go about their
work la usual. Lower: French troops make most of cover provided in,
lica‘y vegetation which hangs Over sunken roadway. flitlyrualienot,
1 rrwood,
Read the Ledger & Times Clalleitred Ade I s an African wood, but it also;Nimes in quantity from 
-Mexico,
, ISTitish Honduras and other parts
_if Central At-aeries, the West in:
•
AI,4011 Wal=it raissis
sight ball. ru take the chance. But
I'll expect you to level with me all
the way."
-
„ anal expansion. -"Anothtr of ought
England, Meine -said, has been:Itcria. Noted for her wisdom, know-
Whole World
-CROSSWORD PUZZLE Answer ts VesterSeV.! "ante
For Veneer _'ACROSS 75-51.1.kd
The wood veneers used in ine
'urniture, radio and television
:abinets, wall paneling, and flush
loon are cut from choice hard-
vood logs brought to American
reneer mills from all parts of
lie world.
Some of the more prominent
woods are prime Vera from Cen-
.ral America, „rosewood from
3razil and the East Indies, paldao
Ind narra from the PhilippLies,
Ind satinwood from Ceylon. in-.
ha and the East Indies.
Many woods are imported from
enkfrica, oft from the thick of
, lunge. Amont. 
, ti
these are
Thuya. Mahogany. o course,
I remember. But It I saw him, I'd
know him."
Ile lieutenant nodded again, tln-
iiih4b ids notes We'll get you
some pictures to look at, Miss
Kitty." He got up from behind the
desk, walked over to • library
table, pulled out a chair for her.
Liddell and Herlehy found chairs
next to her.
"VU be right back," the lieuten-
ant promt ii•d. He disappeared
through the corridor door, rettirned
In • few minutes with two patrol-
men. They immediately busied
tnemsel••• at the huge files,
started Printing drawers of classi-
fied pictures to set in front of the
rat
The lieutenant returned to his
desk, busied himself with his filing
cards. Liddell and Herlehy leaned
back in their chairs, w•tched
Muggsy study picture after pic-
ture Several hours late r, she
stopped at a picture, chewed on
the end of her fingernail.
"Got Min?" Liddell asked.
"I-I don't know. I think this
looks like him."
inerlehy stood in beck of the
Vas chair, looked over her shoul-
der' at the card. "Lunfar, Domi-
nick," he read. He looked up at
Liddell. "How about ,.it. Johnny.
He look familiar to you?"
Liddell 'stared at the hard face
In the file, scowled In concentra-
tion, finally shook his head. "I.
didn't get • good enough look at
him. It could be."
"Let's get the rundown on him,"
Herlehy suggested. He lifted the
card out of the file, turned it over.
"5 ft. 10 In., sallow complexion,
about 160 petunds, dark' hair, brown
eyes. Scar in upper left quadrant,
knife scar on right arm, brown
skin blemishes prominent body
and right saw." He looked up.
"Sounds tike him."
"I'm almost sure It is, Inspec-
tor," Muggsy told nintrwigin,..,
"It's lust the after 
you'vr
e` coked
at so many pictures they all begin
to look alike."
Herleby nodded. "Here's some-
thing for you, Liddell." he referred
back to the card. "Known 'lat-
erite addiction. Dangerous" He
laced the card in the file.
"What do you think?"
--tiddettlintetrene-radrir -down
the back el al• envelope. "I think
It mightn't be a bed less to have
a talk with ------ -
"I didn't mean iglet. • He's a
known kilter."
"So what?"
Herldiy shrugged. "Lunfar. Ben
Cerla. This deal doesn't sound like
the kind a guy should go up
against alone. Why don t you Sit
tight until we flush Lunfar out
for you, Liddell?"
"I think I can do the job
quicker."
Ileriehy grunted. "How can you
_s_ Jok_liite this, usilcietr___Inan
18,000 trained men?"
t-Theljeve-pea--ethee--ttinags. -en
their mind. Me, there's4nly one
thing I'm intereetnel in finding
hrm. Believe me, inspector, I'U do
the Job quickie."
Herlehy shrugged, thanked the
IP"
011 1.1 110111011PirWillit
. .r • r,•••
-
lies and Squth America.
A lot of native American woods
link in beauty with those from
more remete parts of the globe.
4, few of these are American wal-
tut from the Middle West,
nyrtle from the Pacific North-
west, red arch white oak, cherry,
ofd gum from the South and. the
tag. and birch and maple trona
dd North.
'More than a hundred species
if wood Veneer are used ty the
!urniture and plywood industries,
rhin sheets of veneer are pc rola-
tently glued tcgether into hord-
e/nod plywood, in which desirable
:tructurel properties are corn-
lined with the beauty of care-
'ully selected and matched wood
'ace veneen,
1-  el isli • -} re, I- t%.t le.
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HANDWRITING DOWN, MR. HOLLER-
JOHNNY ¶141 COULDN'T
'2 TELL IT FROM
I415 OWN.' NOW
WHAT'
11.11.*LABINBI -
RUM. DOCTOR 'P. SAVE
MASI HAIG; IS
actoute7.'-mt0-4 PORE
EVELIALLS ALREADY
FEE115LIKE SO-MINUTZ
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ISTTIEFTO A
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FOR PITY'S
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THAT
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Maki today
nor p day
buy United States
Dense Bonds
A POLISH refugee, masked
thwart reprisal, tells Howie cads;
mate* Investigating guilt in the .•
Katyn massacre of thouaarida of
Pc Inn soldiers that he hid and
watched the Ruseians slaughtet
hundreds of his countrymen in the
forest near Katyn, Russia, In 1939,
The witness' family is in Red-goy.
erned Poland. (fniernationia,/
For The Best le Rao Filatiar!
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.ffij* Farm lair
6:31) Calloway ,capers
SA5 Sports Parade
7-t0 News
7:14 Clock Watcher
TOM Clock Watcher
WANikat
*411 New
fhli Morning Ellevotiona;
8:30 Organ Reveries
SAO
V:Ou
5:1,1
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Morning *smet•lad
MorlIVItd'of Devotion
Melody Time
Wednesday, February 13, 1952
I:00 MI Star
,"n All Sthr
1:30 All Star
1:45 Guest Star
2•00 News
2.06 Variety time
2.45 Heart fund
1.(g) News
3:05 Western Star
3-30 Music for Wednesidav
3:45 Maio for Wednesday
Poster,* ~ado
NU Postcard Parade
4:30 Postcard Parade
4:45 Postcard Parade
a-30 Melody 'rime
9:45 Wonderland of vision
News
10:4J.5 Rural -Harthm
Rural Rhythm
10:30 Musical Verities
11:45 Mueical Vannes
1340 Ulu(
ii 15 10-10 i,iUb
11 31.) Febertie V 1411.111
11:45 Jordanaires
12:U0 News
`...1k15 Noontime frolles
141-.30 Church of Christ
13:45 Luncheon Music
Nom
4-00
to 2:4$
500 Sports Parana
5:15 1.-aUme Topics
5:30 Teatime Topics
Cid Rem
I- IS Off the Aecord
6,30 Sagebrush Serenade
6 45 Off the Record
7 00 With the Bands
7- 15 With the Bands
7.30 Taylor Time
7.45 Bob Eberly
7:55 Murray-TPI game to 10700
1030 News
10:15 Listeners Request to 11:00
11:00 Sign Off
1. 41*A•re-TtIK
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..INt.E YOU SEL:
LOYE6 ME --SO ; CAN'T TELL
HER ABOUT US SUDDEN-LIKE-t"
'aka 404.0,... I .
rAls.rxia may
t.! INSTAI•11" LAW..
,
By Eng, BINIIIMR,
w•
. By Raeburn Van Duren
IOU WANT I NO, JOHNNY-I'VE
SHOULD MAIL GOT OTHER PLAN.
IT FOR YOU, FOR IT:
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SOCIETY
Home Is
SAFtio Of Social By
VOW Class
bane of Mrs. BbiRis Mitehell
on 'Brood Street sites the wane nt
'Birthday Party Is -
!Held Saturday For
Volentine
A party to MISS Ellten‘ -Ruth
Valentine. given by her parents.
Mr. and Mrs. Van D. Valentine, a.
the:ginetal held by the Yourig Bun- their home on .504 Elm Street to
neat Women's Class of the Vint celebrate her fifth birthday. was
eraoyed by a number at girt
friends on. Saturday afternoon.
Ladies present were lira. Olin
Moore, Mrs. James B. Curd, blire
Faul Lyles, Mrs J. B. Bed. Mrs-
ales Doran. His. Glindel 'Reaves.'
litre Emma Valentine, Mrs. Cherlie
Robertson and the hostess.
Baptist Church Monday evening at
seven-thirty o'olock.
Mrs. T. B. Culpepper was ip
charge of the meeting and led the
grout) Okaying games sad con-
tests in the valentine theme. Mrs
Culpepper.ats vice-Is:cadent
of the class.
The devotion from the th•rteenth
chapter of first Corinthians was
given. by Mns Howell Thurman.
secretary of the class. Mrs. Ray
Brevetted led the group !n
PrIllYeu
The president: Mrs. J. a Sur-
keen, presided at the meeting.
Refreshments consisting of cake
and punch were served tea style
from the dining room table which
was overlaid with a lace cloth.
Surrounding the punch bowl were
— white snapdragons, greenery and
valentine hearta. Valentine napkins
were used
Hostesses for the evenvig
Mrs. Mitchell. Mrs W.
and Mrs. Glindel Reaves.
Those present were Mesdames
A. G Outland. teacher. Ray
Brownfield, Joe B. Carter. T. B.
t'ulSiep-per. Wilton Fori,—WarTlf
Jfiunpsher, Alvis E. Jones, Allen
McCoy. Philip Mitchell. W. I.. Pol-
ty, Gliridel Reaves. J. B. Hurkeen,
W Solomon, Howell Thurman,
Joe Eisb Sams, Velma Wisebart,
Tsue, Wells. and Robert King. and..
Mt* Myrtleen Cooper. tnerrsbers.
Mra Martha Enix eras a guest
for the .evening
•
Silhouette For Spring 1952 comes OutAs
bse Of Easiest To Wear In Many 4.. YItor
Organ music was presented fer
those arriving early by Van Valen-
tine. The youngsters were enter-
tained by Mrs. Glen Doran, vocal,
Slid Mrs. Glintiel Reaves, marunba,
with a group of Children's tunes.
Refreshments were served uy
Mrs. Charlie Robertson, MrsetaLri
Moore, Mrs. James B. Cu:d and
Mrsillt Van Valentine.
The honoree received a lot of
nice and useful gifts. The follow-
ing little girls received invitations
to the party: Carolyn Kay Reaves,
Mars 'Ann Crawford. Patricia Dormn
Glenda Faith Doran, Norma Jean
Cted, Rogina Blackwood, Charlotte
Bell. Sharon Lee Cathey, Mary
Beth Robertson, Paula Lyle.s. Anu
Griffin. Becky Moore and Susan
Sauk&
• • ,••
tiliss Julie Hawkins
Honored At Party
On 16th Birthday
_Miss Julie Hawkins was pleasan-
lle surprised. Saturday night eV
a group of Training School
students and friends.
The occasion was Miss Hawkins'
sixteenth birthday. Pat Redden pre-
. • • ed•hes WU, truinsIke.iirOUP..
After a few games were played
Kirk_.sey Mgh PTA the honoree's mother. Mrs. MarryHawkins. served pink frostel
birthday cake, ice cream oaf, cudTo:Melt_Wrednesday • • 
'
To Make Plans
were
Polly
1
The litrhsea High School Parent
Teeelfsef Association will held i•al ,
regular monthly mesting Wedne.-
day. February 13.-at.one o'clock ui
the afterObon in the' high. scho,1
Lorary
. Final glans will be madz for the
Pnnual community supper to be
held Friday. February 72
AK iteenbers are urged to at-
BHA
• • •
Guests attending were Jo Horton.
Nellie Moubray. Tommy Hale, Pat
Redden: Hal Shipley. Joan Ezell.
Pew, Bynum. Jean Moubray. Pete
Waldrop. Terry Tracy. Mason Bill-
icgtoe. June Barnett, Walter Jones,
Alex Barrett. Bobby Harrell.- Ken;
Ham. JSZnosie Hubbs...Peggy Waists
and Harry Hawkins. Jr.
Ureable to attend but sendinj
gifts were June Butterworth. Shir-
ley Parker. Alta Fay Andrus area
Georgia Hale.
• • •
—
VALENTINE
KLEER-SHEER 210pg HOSIERY
t
your....'
 leP
You saw them pictured in Harper's
i Bazaar, now they're yours at a
— A ' budget-wise price. Such heavenly, 
1 i colors created especially t; compie-.. .
--z- mot your Spring and Summer
-t_.;-- -
• 
 
' I ..41911MIIMIL COme in and choose your _
. 
7
 arimour Hosiery ins ovit our- ,
standing collection.
I 1 $1.35 $1.65 , $1.95
I
 ' LITTLETON'S
. • ,.. i
il'•
•
•
....7r..7••• 
,
the "paper doll" took.'Othc label
it the "hourglass" silhousette. One
designer says it's rernine.l'eelit of
Lily Langtry era. Another
gives it the complicated descrip-
tion of "civilized elegance.
- But whatever it's called. $he
silhouette for spring 1952 comes
out one of the ...stalest to wear in
many years, be;:ause—except for
the full sktrt---4 10140Ws
figure line*
Sense of the full skirts are held
out by yards and yards of petti-
coating. Others are pleated like sn
accordion. Waistlines are -nipped
in".--the fashion -term Los snug.
Bustlines are rounded. shoulders
are natural, and the hemlines are
about where they were a year ago.
There's so little_ changa. exceet
in a softer look, that Paris design-
er Christian Dior wat led to re-
mark—"this is the year a woman
can look good in what she wore
last year."
Navy Taffeta
Designers Molly Parnis, Lilly
Daehe and Pauline Trigire are
just a few et the many who like
the hourglass title for the spring
silhouette. Typical of their designs
is a navy Witte which fits steel-
as your skin at the waistline_and
then fins out in pleating. fell as a
ballerina's skirt, from the Mehra.
on down.
Petticoats blossom from under
hundred.C7- daytime and short
evening dresses for the younger
woman. But there seems to be less
of the hard-to-hit-in crinoline ana
more of the pliable nets and voiles.
Although full skirts outnumber
slim ones two to ope, the woman
who wants a straight or ever-so-
slightly-flared skirt still can' find
ens. When the stilt skirt is flared.
or pleated, it usually 4141r a jacket
fitting snugly to the waistline—
and stopping right there. The
longer jackets go with the slim
skirts.
One designer, Traina-Norell.
even bones the snug
-fitting jacket
at one of her grey two-piece mitts.
 
 Belem and Stoles
Held over from . last year are
bekros and steles
--seen in every
type of costume. Designer Jo Cope-
land combines a bright blue silk
; blouse with a gray bolero suit.
Many of the boleros and stoles
Social Calendar
RH bit 14)01 Have
Ikon ;‘) bider
Rig WWI 
Pee*'41irnsciit summer 
drosses
 Thirty Names
TKELDEWM OUF.A..YL‘Ir.nilf‘Y 
-.Some of the designers sell It into conve Worn with bolero
or stole, the costume LS good for
office or shopPfhil. With ta bolero
or stole reinpvad, the outfit be-
comes a berts-ahouldered costume
for cocktails or dancing.
Most designers are •wily enough
to give a woman a slim-waisted
look—even if nature says skies
nearer 30 than the perfect 25
through the mid-section.
There's lots of hidden dress-
making — linings, inter-linings,
bonings and under-boaices—to help
with the deception. In addition.
some designers band costumes with
a wide silk sash, a velvet corse-
let, a cummerbund, a wide leaUan
belt, or even wrap "bandage folds*
of material kroUbd the paiddle.
Cembewallegs
,You'll see more 'and more dress
and jacket combinatiens being
stressed as the spring uniform tor
daytime wear—instead of the sue.
Most designers feature sheer wwil
and textured silk together small,
cardigan-like jackets, rounded bol-
eros, or the old-favorite, the redin-
gote, tep sum-cut dream
The duster also rstneline kr !ash-
ion—and in seme cases not only is
worn over the sleeveless dress—
but is without sleeves also. Many
of the spring coats are in the
sheerer fabrics—even chiffon, silk
organdy or organza.
Beige threatens to replace giey
as the favorite spline coloa. Beige
is combined with write viith navy
blue, and with pastels in every-
thing from hats to shoes. Even
white is suggested for dayb
spring and summer wear—ix) suits
of flannels, raw silk and linen.
No Increase la Cast
Fabrics  run the • glum; -from
rough tweed to filmy clatelod_
with designer -Hansen bid* Intro-
ducing what he calls crew-cut
wool—or clipped fleece. A woman
also will be able to choose from
pip
-striped- wool, ribbed taffeta,
worsted tweed, site alpaca, chif-
fon flannel, plain or printed ;ban-
tune mohair, curled wool, faille,
and 74 aush—ont to meotion a
few.  
As for price', the forecast' is en-
couraging. The New York dress
Institute representing the cream of
the New York designers, reports
no iferease in spring clothing
prices.
• • •
The North Murray Homemakers
Chits will meet with . Mrs. Claud
 Miller at ten
-thirty a'colck
Tuesday. February 12
Mrs. R. R. Kelly will be hostess
to East Side Homemakers Club et
her home at ten-thirty o'.:lock_
• • •
The Pottertown Berwmakere
Club will meet with-Deha Outland
at the o'olock.
• • •
The felloiting circle of the Wo-
man's Missionary Society of the
First Baptist Church will meet as
follows:
Nannie Graves With Mn. Fred
Gineles at one-thirty o'cleak. This
will be a special work meeting.
Mary Thomas with Mrs. Ronald
Churchill at two-thirty o'clock.
Fannie blIcElrath with Mrs.
'esse Roberts at two-thirty o'clock.
Ula Sledd with -Mrs. Hillard
Rogers at two-thirty o'clock.
• • •
The Jessie Ludwick Circle of the
Woman's Association of the College
Presbyterian Church will meet
with Mrs. Charlie Crawford at
two thirty o'clock F.
• • •
Murray Star chepter 31o. 433
Order of the Eastern Star will hold
its regular meeting at the Masonic
Hall at seven-ftfteen dclork.
• • •
The Delta Mu chapter of the Tau
I'141 Lambda sorority of the Wood-
men Circle will have a coke party
at' seven o'clock at the home of
• W. 'Z. Carter. All nennbers
are urged to attend iseetheee will-
a practice for inspection.
•es •
Wednesday. February 13
The Arts & Crafts Club wi:1
meet with Mies Cappie P•eale at
len will give the program.
e • •
Founders' Day will be cbserved
by Murray High PTA at toe •high
school at two-thirty o'clock. The
'IlitrfaXTraining PTA will be
'nests of the ,high school PTA 'for
this event.
• • •
The Kirksey High-PTA will meil
at one o'clock in the sclusul
• • •
_
The Alma PTA will meet at the
school at seven o'clock. Mr; 14er--
lan Hodges will be the guest
speaker. Refreshments will ue ser-
ved.
 r — - - - - - •
The Advisory Donnell of Home.
n•tkers Clubs will meet at ten
o clock in the Extensioh Service.
cffice.
• • •
,The regular meeting at the Wood-
men Circle will he held at the
Women• Club house , at seven-
thirty ^,'clock
• • •
day. February 15
•Chapel .W.SOS- war
have .an all uay meeting 'teeming
at ten o'clock at the church. Mer^-
tiers plealk, note ehaelte es sate. asz2.7. 
• • •
The New Concord Homemaker*
Club will meet \fifth Mrs. Rohr*
Ferris- at ten o'clock
• • •
Ms. Otto Erwin will be hostile/
to the 'West Hazel Homemakerel
Club at her home at ten
• • •
Ay United Frees
The government has taken some
rustlye glamour out of the fur le-
But it's all for the good of the
woman who wants to know what
fur she's buying when its calla!
'Trench Chinchilla."
Mrs. Henry Hargis will be hos-
tess to the South Murray Home-
makers Club at her home et ten
o'clock.
• • • •
Saturday. February 14
The Woman's Association of the
College Presbyterian Church will
have a bake sale at Scott Drug
Store beginning at eight o'clock
In the morning
' • • •
PERSONALS
Mr. emit, tunes W. Ellison
of Louisiolli are the parents of a
girl naMed Kathy Jo Mrs Ellison 
is the former Martha Robertson,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Gull
Robertson of Murray.
and Mrs ilamees Williams of
Greenville, Wm., are the parents
of • son born this. morning at
dreenville Mrs. Williams is the
fernier Jean Srann. daughter ell
Mr. and Mrs. Cross Spann. Jr. it
Murray.
• • •
Hr and Mrs. J nBuddy"
Ryan and children are spending tbei
winter in Sarasoto. Fla They plary
to return to Murray about April 1.
• • •
Mr.. and Mrs Glindel Reaves will
attend the Tennessee Youth Farm
and Hume Club meeting in Dres-
den. Tenn tonight Mrs. Reaves
will play Sh. marimba.
Win Her Heart
With
v. L.ENTINE'S
From
- 313 THOMAS/
.5 N. 4th 5tt
•
The federal trude commission, in
line with a new lane has drawn
vp a list of names which ma k be
used to describe fart after August
Goose will be such populer alias-
es as the "French Chinchilla" or
"Electric Beaver." for rabbit fur.
The new Jaw is a result of a
congressional' theestigetion last
spring showing that mine furrier
were skinning customers—as well
as animals—with glamorous names
to describe common furs. Rabbit
furs—for instance—were being
turned out under 30 different
names.
The FTC will permit only one
By United Press
Given the right artist, a aeimaras
butilf cii/S t•ecifille poll,tta a
work of art.
The right artist in this case is a
New Yorker named Mort tilankoff,
a magiurne publisher wir.se nue,
inieb--ehow will open this week at
a Manhattan art gallery.
(Benito:: uses stones, -and Irma,
and bits of sea sflells, as well as
bobby pins, for his creations.
At first, toe erttst osed these
odcle and ends to-lauike lust the
heads of figures. Then he branched
out te complete fleures, plus totem
poles, collages, and • imaginative
paintings in crab shells.-
fictitious animal to creep into the
fur industry's vocabulary. Lamb
may be described as "mouton"
lamb. Only three types of mink
are listed: plain. China and Japa-
nese.
11,41101HE 'SWEETHEART IS MOTHER
•
THE SCENE AZOV! illustrates what has happened during the past tour
decades in the Valentine Ilne--mothers getting more Valentines than
sweethearts, according to Jeanette Lee of Hallmark. More than 30
per cent at today • Valentines are designed for mothers, fathers and
other relatives. Only about 10 per cent are designed for sweethearts,
i compared to VS per mat ao years ago. tistertatieteaij
•
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TUtSDAY, F5BILIJARV 411, 1062 
with a beautiful HYACINTH or
'----AFRICAN VIOLET from
SHIRLE HIST
Hyacinths 
 
$ .75
African Violets 
 
$1.00
Azaleas (really beautifulplants with large
red blooms) 
 
$2.00 and up
sign of the times in the eta'
Between 1941 and 1951
two million new manufacturing jobs were
created in the industrial South
oifeht
There's booming industrial activity in.the bustling New South,
—two million new jobs created—more than 16,000 new
plants and factories added—in one brilliant decade.
Latest figures show that an average of seven new industrial
plants opened their doors for business in the South
on every working day during the past tell years.
That means tremendous payrolls and a greatly enhanced
purchasing power fur the South—Southern pockets jingle
today with ten billion-dollars more ready cash than
in 1949. Dynamic industrial progress and a constantly rising
per capita income are signs of the times in the New South—
sure indications that today's Southland is a land of
golden opportunity and limitless promise.
Riding the Crrsi with the Nen. South—
Pays Its Own Way—All the Way
NCRIRL, matching the dyne/at/1M &oath stride fat ISA* bile
sptnt since 1940 over 452,000,009 en readift and equipnk 
improvements. Like the self-refined Southerners whom It hisaliertred-
- since. 1845, NC &St I. pays its own way—every mile of the wall— =c3C=7
witisout government help or ',Petal benefits of any kind.
•
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A Queen Rent Has Usually
•
Meant Good Luck For England
I
Augustan Age of English literature.
Mary 11's reign marked the Iran-
eition from the personal govern-
men of the Stuarts to the Pailia-
mentary rule of the Haneverian2.
Mray I was noted prineipilly to.
, ordering the burning of sonic 300
. By United Press e 17171, and Victoria (1837-1901). protestants, an act which ea:•ned
A queen regryint has usually 1 The reign of the first Elizabeth itor her the sobriquet,- "Bloody
during the, last 886 years. I lieh history, Meine declared. Theee
r
'0
-1141T-:•'...All: One queen '
Dial expansion. Another of ought 1 literature rose to unsuroassed.power. will exercise constitydonal
. the country to the peak of flume- i height*: social conditions improved privileges consisting merely of the
- trial and financial power,' A third and ccmmerce was extended.. Eh- highly technical right AO diesolve
queen extended England's influence 'rabeth is rightfully credited with path:wont and In the case of corn-
ion . the European continent ans1,41ifting Englan4, into hut. eine_ plete deadlock _h•e. tween Imlitical
riecurar" The nefliin'i - poillion In among the nations of the world, parties, of goverfiing in fact, Meine
. America against the French. -' Maine said. explained. It is however exuenic-
0. ly unlikely -that these privilegei
 brought 
was comparatively little domestic The new Queen Elizabeth, inbout Ens.- trouble no major foreign wars5 contrast with her famous name,
as Zabde Most active period of co.o- religious persecutions had aeased, &lie who had practically Unlimited
••••
This was pointed out today by
Frenklin Meine, noted nistoriaa.
England, Meine said, has been
ruled by five women-six if you'
count the 10-day reign of Lady
;Jane Grey, since the Noroem con-
quest. England's reigning queens
have been Mary Tudor, knawn as
"Bloody Mary" 11553-581; Elizabeth
(1558-1603);; Mary, co-ruler with
William (1689-1702); Anne, first
ruler of England and Scotland (1702'
Whole World
supplies Logs"
For Veneer
The wood veneers used in fine
iiirniture, radio and television
Wbinets, wall paneling, and flush
loots are cut from choice hard-
wood logs brought to American
teneer mills frOm all parts of
•he world.
Some of the more prominent
woods are prime vera from Cen--. -
erazil and the East Indies, paldaoI Pi4OTOIL 
by a British newsreel company, show French
ilandi.nA:raerifcaront 
rosewood
l. 17 M
y campaign against Communist supported Viet
ind satinwood from. IPPI"es'
troops In their
Minh rebels In Indo-China, Top: Smoke of battle rises as a supply
ha and the East Indies. 
on, In-
parachute settles to earth, but a native arid hia oxen go about thely„li ,
Many woods are imported fromwork 1..e usual. le,v.str: French troops make most of cover provided
heavy vegetation which hangs over sunken roadway. aniensulitoust,,Iiklericaiu, nog?en Afrmomongthefhtheseickaroef
.
Livodire. ayoes. sapeli, tigerwood.
- . Ind thuya. Mahogany, of course,
s an African Wood, . but it alsoRead the Ledger & Times Classified-Aals
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Coserisfn 1661 by Frank Kona
Disaikuted * Kiss Franey. Syndics*
CHAPTER THIRTEEN
IHERE was light tap on the
r, the uniformed patrolman
e in. deposited two containers
the desk, handed one to Mugg•
y. "The one on the left is black,"
e told Liddell.
The, inspector wafted until the
r had closed behind the cop,
reached over, took one of the con-
tainers, gouged the top out of it.
"Besides. I'm curious to get • look
at this farnous package_ The one
that nobody  bet-you seems to have
Ken,"
"You'll get • look at it. As soon
as I lay my hands on the mob that
attacked it," Liddell promised.
*And the only way I'm going to be
able to do that is if you string
along on this identification."
Herieny nodded, swirled the cof-
fee around the inside of the con-
tainer. "Suppose by some freak
chance Mugger does make one of
these guns in Identification section
Naturally. you're going to turn him
ever to us to handle?"
-Naturally." Liddell lied blandly.
Herlehy grinned, took a sip of
Ike coffee, then stirred it with •
anger. "Come clean. What are
you really going to do if you catch
up with these guys?"
Liddell shrugged. "Just have a
little talk with them."
"Suppose they don't talk?"
Liddell picked up his container
coffee. cupped his hands around
smiled frostily. "Want to bet?"
Herlehy sighe d, shrugged. "1
at suppose It would be any use
try to convince you it'd be a lot
arter to let us handl* him 7"
"Maybe you don't know the right
ions," Liddell countered.
"Cre the right way to ask them f"
LJddell shrugged. "Could W.-
Herlehy turned to the girl. "You
ally think you'd recognize this
y if you saw him again, Mugg-
?" •
She nodded. "I'd know the lead
all right. He was the one thiat
ugged Johnny. 111 know him if 1
e him again."
Herten); tapped on the_ edge of
the desk with stubby fingers, finel-
y nodded. "Okay, let's go down to
Identification and see how good
memory of yours really
swung back to LicklelL "But
t's_you and me undeana gads
Cr, Liddell I'm going to play
11 with•you on this one. But that
n'ean I'm giving you a
Emote:emit. if you get to this
J before we do. I want to hear
•ut It. While es's suli-alive!"
Liddell sodded. "It's a deal, In-
spector." '
Herlehy drained his container,
crushed it Into a ball, tossed it at
the waste basket, -M ay be I'm
sticking my neck mit, but Fve got
a funny feeling that there's • lot
more to tbis one than appears on
the surface. •This isn't lust the
murder of a floater. And maybe a
guy like you with a personal stake
kn it, and not tied hand and foot
Ey regulations. can Make some
sense out of it."
'1 intend to," Liddell grunted.
"Okay. Maybe you will and may-
be you won't. Maybe you'll make
•
, _41/172r.180fir
-1411116"".31/Mtr.ter7,-;547,!..7' .. 1...e•-•tr
•
I remember. Mgt If sae him, I'd
know him." .
Tke-lientenant sodded again, fin-
ish*, WS DOW. 'Well get you
some pictures to look at, Miss
Kiely." He got up from behind the
desk, walked over to a library
table, pulled out a chair for 'nee.
Liddell and Herlehy found chairs
next to her.
"I'll be right back," the lieuten-
ant promi ••d. He disappeared
through the corridor door, returned
In a few minutes with two patrol-
men. They immediately busied
t seiv•• at the huge files,
started bringing drawers of
fled pictures to set in front of the
The lieutenant returned to his
desk, busied himself with his filing
cards. Liddell and Herteny leaned
back in their chairs, v. •tched
Muggey study picture after pic-
ture. Several hours late r. she
stdriped at • picture, chewed on
the end ef her fingernail.
"Got him?" Liddell asked. -
"I-1 don't know. I think this
looks like him."
iderlehy stood In back of the
girl's chair, looked over her shoul-
der at the Gard. "Lunfar, Domi-
nick," he read. He 'looked up at
LiddelL "How about it, Johnny.
He look familiar to you"
Liddell stared at the nerd face
In the file, scowled in concentra-
tion, finally shook hls head. "I
didn't get • good enough look at
him. It could be."
"Let's get the rundown on him,"
Heriehy suggested. He lifted the
card out of the Me, turned it over.
"5 ft. 10 In., sallow complexion,
about 160 pounds, dark' hair. brown
eyes. Scar in upper left quadrant,
knife scar on right arm, brown
skin blemishes prominent body
and right saw." He looked up.
"Sounds like him,"
"I'm almost sure It is, Inspec-
tor," Muggsy told him wearily.
"We Just the' after you've looked
at so miny pictures they all begin
to look alike."
Herlehy nodded. "Here's some-
thing for you, Lidden,",he referred
back to the card. "Known mar-
collo addiction. Dangerous." He
replaced the card in the file.
"White_ do /out think ?" 
fot ed the, name dinen on
the back of an envelope. "I think 
•
It mightn't be a bad idea to have UL' ABNER
• talk with him." ,
"I didn't mean thaL He's 11,--e- -
tomes in -quantity from MexiteS,
3ritish Honduras and other parts
tf Central America, the Westsln-
lies and South America.
A lot of native American woods
rank in beauty with those from
fore remote parts of the globe.'
1. few of these are American wal-
-tut from the Middle West,
myrtle from the .Pacific North-
west, red and white oak, cherry,
?ed gum from the South and the
East, and birch and maple from
thetioNroerthfh.af.1
a htindred species
7if wood veneer are used ty the
lurniture and plywood industries.
Min sheets of veneer are perma-
sently glued tcgether into hard-
wood plywood, in which desirable
:tructural properties are com-
eined with the beauty of care-
!ully selected and matched wood
'ace veneers.
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Queen Elizabeth Her 'm th 1;,. -1 queen -consort beekme the 4-1-quetieln.dowager: t Technically the' queen! '
!mother no longer lel' that title
'since the king, hes/ion. died. Shd
will probably co*inue to be call-
i eel the queen Weather 'efeectianatel
I wobutgesrhe.z, officially a queen dolt-
 -
1 Tht,s is the first time in 'Enghtnelli
history, Meine stated, that thereI
are three living queens-the queen
1Tegnant I Queen Elizabeth). this
.4:Ricen dowanger. (Queen Elisa-
beth, widow of the late king) and
,Eing Georoae. l'
Queen Mary, mother of the -late
1 All of England's reimingequeene •
tie.lf oithe 7:igew roefi
lerrixat7rPietd.16Mary f ilrstwerld
38: Mary II at 15; Anne at 18 and
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e
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Elizabeth?was married at 21.
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A POLISH refugee, masked te
thwart reprisal. tells House coM•
mitts* investigating guilt in the
.Katyn massacre of thousands el
•-•c.iah soldiers that he hid and
watched the Russians slaughtet
hundreds of his countrymen in the
forest near Katyn, Russia, in 1939.
The witness' family is in Red•gcer.
erped Poland. (international)
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"'go what""
Herieby shrugged. •Stmtier. Ban
Cerla. This deal doesn't sound like  
the kind a guy should go up '
against alone. Why don't you sit
tight until we Hush Lunfar out
for you, Liddell?"
"I think I can do the job
quicker."
Herlehy grunted. "How Can you
'do a Job like this quicker Ussa
18,000 trained men?" -
in•'v dther_tlatagg_on
their mind. Me, thereir one, one
thing I'm Interested . Finding
hie/. Believe me, inspeetor, l'U do
the Job quitker."
Hertehy shrugged, thanked the
me and the department look awful hfpggsy caught her lower lip be- lieutenant in charge, led the wa)
mart, and maybe you'll pat make tween her teat h, concentrated, back to his office,
room for me With you behind the finally shook her head. "That's all (T8 Be Continued)
efolf Fright. 11131. by Frans Zane. Dietriosted by King Feature' Sytklicare.
•
' •
•
•
eight ban, ru take the chance. -Rot
I'll expect you to level with me all
the way."
Liddell sodded.
Heriehy got up froni behind the
desk. "All right- As long as we
an understand each other, let's get
the Moll 013 the road.-
He led Liddell and the girl down
a long corridor, lined with frosted
glass doors, [tweed at a sharp
right angle, brought up at • door
la baled "Identification Section."
Herlehy opened the door, led the
way In.
The room was huge, lined on
three aides with mammoth !klieg
cabinets. In the center of the room,
under large overhead lights, were
two long library-type tables. A
man wearing a lieutenant's badge
pinned to his blue serge suit sat at
a small oak desk near the door,
riffling through a stack of tiling
cards. He looked up. smiled ar
Herichy.
"Hi, inspector, you don't get
back here very often these days"
He looked from Herlehy to Liddell
and the girl, back to Herlehy. "Go-
ing to do some fishing?"
"Yeah, Martin. This is Ronnie
Kiely of the Advance and Johnny
Liddell', • private eye. Miss Kitty
thinks she can identify one of your
boarders. Lieutenant Martin Is In
charge down here, Moggsy," he
added.
"You think your men has gone
threQgh our fishbowl, eh. Miss
Klety?" the lieutenant asked. "If
he has, we'll and him for you." He
drew a large manila pad in front
of him. "Suppose you tell me some-
thing about him. That may make
it easier."
Muggsy looked to Liddell to r
help. -Where do I start?"
"Well, I got a few fleeting Im-
pressions of him that might help,"
Liddell volunteered. "He's • gun-
man. I think be probably puts his
gun up for hire. He must be about
my height, a right hander." He felt
the tender spot on me head.
The lieutenant took some notes.
"That's all you saw of him"
didn t have much of a chance.
He was behind me most of the
time. Miss Kitty got a better look
ed. NEW!
"How _iut lite& •
eutenanFarepratielltiy.
"Like Johnny pays. he was about
his height. A lot )lighter. though.
I-I think his hair was black. He
talked like some kind of foreigner.
The lieutenant nodded. tussle
Kane ootes. "How about any pe-
'cullaritics in the way he walked or
talked? Any deformities, marks
of any kind?" he asked.
hfuggsy started to shake her
head. stopped. -no you mean skin
blemishes'? Things like that?"
"Anything at all. The way he
petted his hair, whether lie wore
glasses or Jewelry. Acne. Birth-
marks. Anything."
"I don't know about hatr, H.
teas we aht btl did MAIO
some kind of a mark under his
right ear. SOrt qt Mega large
[Oreille."
"Nothing else?" the Identifica-
tion.Man asked.
91
The ernpfre reached its peek foe-cculd ever be exercised without
at-. time during the reign id Vic- resulting in revolution, he added.
tcria. Noted for her wisdom, know.l. „
ledge of foreign politics and tinseif-., • It # coincidental thin the pro-
were all characteristics of :ILIA Queen Elizabeth is exactly
Victoria who was probably the lthe same ace as the -Tirst Elizabe.h
most revered of all.English rulers. was when she ascended the hrone.
frTighoe ofehiciefueeenvenAtosooduwrienfge fthole Tcphieenyowunagsertvicptoririancesswh-.0o
was m183
union of the Parliaments of Eng- when she was proclaimed ruler. The
land and Scotland, the war if first Mary was 37; Anne was :17
and the secoed Mary was X- Whenthe Spanish succcesion and conso- •
,they became queens, 
lidation of England's power in
North America against French 'n- ' With the rieath of King Georite,
fluence. Her reign was notable also, the titles or three women mem-
for , literary and scientific achie- bers of the royal family changed,
vement and has been called tho The Princess Elizabeth become
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Unusually high_ rainfall tatals for
U 11w Month s-ere-rtrorded at several
points: Nantahata Dant 4 an Alese
dam 87! inches; Blue Ride Dam
in Georgia 722 incbes: Norris Dam
815 inches: Chattanooga 635 inches:
Dec:ittir, Ala. 6.93 inches: Wheeler
1am sir drchts. Wilsyn Then
inches: Nentucky.Dam 885 mtes.
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Rainfall In
Valley Hits
CS'
The new year is away to a good
stirt, from 'a rainmaker's view-
- as a
. point Rainfall' for - the Tennessee
- Valk, an January was 606 inches.
or' 151 inchtts more than .the
dian of 455 inches. In the Valley
area above aCtiattaltaerga the flai
VOS 5 49 inches. Of 1.3a inches more
• Han median- -In dm-area hetove-
- 1. • Chattasoogs it a'ai eft inches. or
• 221 inches grirater than. median.
•
en TVA lakes. NentAty Lake
lithe HP with .511: :Part. LoudounLake is second Witt IS; Chcriskea
is third a.ith 14. Others follow in
order: Douglas 1$: Norrialt Gun-
tersville 11:: -Pickwick and Watts
Bar 10 each: Wheeler anteWilsan
eathi :Chatuge and Chicliethiluea
6 evil; _Gneat_ispils„--Nettela_ and.
Watauga 3. each, South Holston 4:
Fontana $:; Mini' Ridge. Hales ear,
inmates and Dave Crockett 2 each:
• ind 'Panamint. t. Davy Crochet
Lake is the name for impoundment
.b. hind, the Nolichuncky Dam in
East Tennessee. aequired by. TVA
from a_private Power company,
• ' r
I
• 
' John P. Ferris. TVA's Chief of
1
i Re tonal Development Studies, is
on loan to the State Department
for several months in connection
TVA produced tree -seedlings have ' with the Technical Cooperatio
befit planted throughout al.:Val:WV tAdtrinietration's no-hnical assistance
* 'alma ahen 21019,060 were grown In the 'economic dear! apnaent if
in the two nurseries TVA operates Rile stationed it New Delhi.
11, on. Tennessee, and Muscle
, Recently he was Acting CountryAlaba-ma through the last ; ta ra.rector for the oretee,-, in thefill year ended June 30 Of -tha temporary absettce., of the &factortete). 36.560.857 were planted on who had returned to the 1.14ted
a
••••7
-Construction of the Johnsomilla
Stearn 'Plant generating units is
going ahead on Schedule. thirl
Min .of.1.12.500-kilowatt mashy no .4
ii "on the lint" furnishing power
to the TVA system. Officially it
started to deliver electricity shortly
before midnight on January 24"
24 S" ner" in Alnmab''. 8261 NK) States for consultations.
rt. 3.541 acres in Georgia...1.3mm
.. on 51167 ;'cr." in Kentucky 1.281.
tthft nn 6 143 are' in Misstationa
..-.ori.mson litist• acres in North
Cirolins. 132 781 073 on Ingt 427 pen's
ir Tennessee, and 11.81K)066 no 9,230
acres in Virginia
. ,
There now pre 2fr b"iai (look%
Mr Fesris' work eonsists of. tsiaa
"trirsoine plan. for 1.1 **chide-A
••••`staree to incKa tinder i.h.• Point
rfsir Proconn He eXT•Pets In re-
rrt fkint his mission semetime
-this Spring
I •
. Mr. Ferris has been with TVA
i,rce ;•- ',caption in 1933
1 ‘440 V*Lika.t.itn from the royal estate at Sandring-
h•m. England, stand as honor guard at the coffin of
King George VI of England. Hundreds of American
soldiers and Eirglish tenants filed by the candka-lit-
bier in the little Sandringham Church of St. _Mary
Magdalene before the body was taken to Leaden in
lie in state in Westminster. I International Radiophoto)
— — 
—
1111AD qtra otAssarint 
European Hot Spot
a 11014006.
Frankfurt
•
STRA00411141
c
-SYSITZlItt.A441,
I
100
MIAS 
A MEOW Franco-German crisis
developing. It is fearedapver the
Saar. Which may delay- iStrekUtS1011 ob
the Boon goverrnnent
NATO army. The Saar he a-
squat...aline area Wilt • h proddise
_L5 000 000 tons of  coalaose.
Population Is more than • 800.000
French and Germans The area is
autonomous, but under French
domination since World' War II.
with France holding a 50-year
tease on coal mining The area
Liao has iron, steel and ceramics
TV Used To
Broadcast
,
rr
•
••ft
--. .4.. 7 .
• -
-V-
I I 111044ait lets. 4It'llseseeeee P41 riegggagaallataeagall#11.4414 141 11111111.44-441,11 4 ttt-till Pell 9.111114
riAilattialt24 1
.•44% - • •
Negro Night Watchman &at es
rrr.rirmor•••••••••••amfter•sem.4•11 
r 
• '
' 
:= 4 a",
e"' •
/4EDGER AND TTMES ,MURRAY KENTUCKY • mensq
:a Deltte &wish Song Hit ' • •
, PITTSBURGH —1.1,JPia-Chatrchill
Kohlmatt, *etc, c1in3st
night waktimati whd composett
of thin eareant hit gorigli„ cred-
la the Icing heurr he has spent`Weather Data Ifnely rounds '(Ør the Kohinan said. r g.
By United Prams
The possibility of using
Nun io broadcast more detailei
weather information to-airline pi-
lots is being studied by ,the gma
ernment.
A weather bureau official, Ben-1
plinin Haynes, told a Congressional I
committee that 
_lcleaisicin  seceiaar 
planes- might give pilots a pic-ture Of visibility conditions that
would make landings and take-offs
much safer.
Senator Charles Tobey of Ness-
Hampshire is ,rontinuing his fight
to get backing for the seam de-
%eloped by Dr. Robert Lincoln
„rlitiedford.eMassachustetts.
Tobey complained, though, that
he has been rebuffed by Dr. Mil-
ton Winternitz, director of the
medical_ division ni the National
resources Council. He 'said Dr.
Winternitz took a cynical attitude
toward tht Lincoln serurtr
Tobey has been internist-'] ut
the serum since it was ea on to,
his son Charles, who, he says, was
cured of e.•ncer. The Senator in-
sists the serum is being used la•
reputable doctors in nearly every
21?te. h1,11 the Medical Societies sti!1
refuse te show interest in it. The
serum 3140 is described „1.1 being
useful for treating tuberculosis and
sinus trouble.
. The director of the Argonne
Laboratory in Chicago. Dr.
Walter Zinn, says the United Statcs
▪ wirRilla the atomic race with
He •mys we are strengthen in ,
ourselves to the point. v•-here Rus-
sia no•longer will dare attack Vs•
Dr. Zinn says that within a yei ,
'American sate:Mists may know.
nanny of the answers to the pro-
blem of breeding the raw material
Oa atomic bombs.
DUKE EN ROUTE TO ENGLAND
MAKING A BLACK mourning band, the Duke of Windsor, accompanied
by his duchess, leaves Ma hotel in New York to board the liner Queen
Mary to go to England for funeral of his brother, the late King
Georgia The duchess la remaining in the U. B. (isternational)
THESE PHOTOS show 3-year-oid Prince Cheraw son og England's new maJe famous in the U. S sea dashing young heir to a throne hiQueen Krisabeth I shown / Bocune Prince Charles ...tanually eral atccant ' abdicated In photo at loner light the prince bolls his Mater, Princessothcially the Prince of Wales. a Utl• rum uncle, now Duels of Windhoe.1 Anna, 1% years old. Charles Is how betr to the throne. (nsternariotee/)
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Kuhlman said he planned to
continue in his job even titiou‘h
his son "Cry," is near the saleg
top. Sixteen record- companies have
wexed the song mad one company
9
How, to maks this St....4.
• Valeatines . Day • the
best ever? Easy! By
giving the best you can
give fine jewelry.
Here is the gift that'
sure of -receiving th
warmest it wel-
comes—always!
Come to our
friendly store to-
day for happy
gift-ing!
Latest Style Earrings
-11undreds to Choose .
'From
$1.25
"7-7a
se=
LADIES' BIRTHSTONE
in richly adorned 
mount- "
ins. In gold.
$10.00
ENGAGEMENT RING
with clear. sparkling
diamond.
kilooc huts sold almost a million watchman pt the University of
Pittsburgh, he heard a professor
"All My life...rae been chasing talking to his wife on the tele-
the songwriter's rainbow, but I phone. The wife wanted advice on
didn't dream it mould he like this," Isox•to vieil hen batty, who was
He sent more than 200 of the/ "He told his wife to, let the baby
scngs thet came to him In the cry; it wokid !iv het . good to get
night to publishers without a sin- It 'out loft her system."' Kohlman
gle acceptance. In many cases the reified: Brifere tim night was over
envelopes weren't even opened.' a song urging the world to go
Then one nighCas.ho worked aa ahead and cry" was lilting through
 -4 
 1. •
•
$75.00
ENGAGEMENT RING
Only
$125.00
 41111111111 
_
- -
•
•
WEDDING
DUO with dia•
woad band arid
engagement
rito. Large cen-
ter stogie and six
steelier Mecca
, •
•
•
,r.
EXPANSION HEART
BRACELST with hand
graved-It birog—tims.
4_1_44.95
=4-ariir
4111•••••••-.--
It
Kolilman's mind: tip
, The melody sounded d
then. Now hearing 'it from
television sets and musk
Kohlman said:
"It's really mua1ciyt
A native of Pittsbufgh.
man's only musical educatie
oorro.pondence sehoof eou
theory. but he can "chord
on the piano to get a lune
on paper.
6secji
BULOVA
ACADEMY AwARD
21 ogre%
Otaamar saaav
$37.30
13050*
BE SURE TOIIISIC
ABOUT
LINDSEv'q grECIA4.-
TRADE-Iff
ALLOWANCES
rc-octt2
ziE,0$
igjj
.IANDSEY's
JEWELERS_
Murray and MaYfieid_
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